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Foreword

These “Guidelines for Cooperative Legislation” are a rewrite of the “Framework for Cooperative Legislation” of which a revised version was presented to and endorsed by the International Co-operative Alliance (ICA) General Assembly 2001 in Seoul. The basic features of this revised version remain unchanged. The adoption of the United Nations Guidelines aimed at creating a supportive environment for the development of cooperatives in 2001 (UN Guidelines), of the International Labour Organization (ILO) Recommendation No.193 on the promotion of cooperatives in 2002, the revision of a great number of cooperative laws, as well as comments by readers inspired the author when reviewing the text.

In legal terms, the most remarkable evolution over the past years has been the emergence of a public international cooperative law.

A short recall of the history of this paper helps to understand its rationale. Under the ILO-DANIDA programme on cooperative development in rural areas the International Labour Office initiated in 1993 a specific programme, called COOPREFORM. This programme supported ILO member states in revising their cooperative policies and legislation. Under this programme the ILO commissioned in 1996 a working paper on cooperative legislation from the present writer, called “Framework for Cooperative Legislation”. Originally in French, this working paper gradually became available also in Arabic, Chinese, English, Portuguese, Russian and Spanish.

On the initiative of the ICA and in particular the European Legislative Expert Group of ICA, the Committee for the Promotion and Advancement of Cooperatives (COPAC) sought the agreement of the ILO to have this working paper revised and prepared as Guidelines for those involved in cooperative legislation.

With this initiative the original working paper ceased to be discussed only in or by the Countries of the South. This was a decisive step towards overcoming a rather unfortunate divide. The cooperative movement is one. The cooperative principles are one. So, basic cooperative legal matters should also be one.

1 cf. bibliographical data under “ILO, Canevas”. A Turkish version is also available

1-3 See endnotes pp. 91-94
Beyond institution-specific reasons, COPAC members share common concerns and interests when suggesting these Guidelines:

- all COPAC members engage in cooperative policy and legislation advice
- the 1966 ILO Recommendation No.127 concerning the role of cooperatives in the economic and social development of developing countries, its successor, ILO Recommendation No. 193, and the 1995 ICA Statement on the Co-operative Identity (ICA Statement)\(^2\) imply cooperatives to be granted legal person status by legislators. In order to show how such a specific legal person might be structured, the present Guidelines could serve as an example
- the UN Guidelines, elaborated by COPAC, contain a section on cooperative legal issues which reflects the cooperative principles advocated by the ICA and ILO
- there is a set of public international legal instruments which will be treated in more detail below and which pre-shapes national cooperative laws. COPAC and its members are well advised to help to recognize the legal nature of these international instruments.

The present Guidelines are meant to be a check list of items to be considered when amending or making a cooperative law. Whilst taking a clear position on certain, if not all, issues the Guidelines also make mention of other options and their consequences. They are not, however, a recipe to follow, nor are they intended to contribute to scientific discussions on cooperative law.

The Guidelines leave space for country specifics and for the particularities of the national legal systems and make no suggestions as to the form or arrangement of a cooperative law. The ILO rightly rejected the idea of presenting with the initial working paper a model law. In the past, model laws contributed to making cooperative legislation in many countries ineffective. Among the many reasons for this state of affairs the consequences of excessive mimicry stand out. Experience shows that laws, inspired mainly by foreign ideas, have often ended up as phantom laws. Model laws bear the risk of simply being transferred or copied without the legislator adapting their underlying legal concepts to the national particularities. Guidelines, on the other hand, incite the legislator to construct a cooperative law, which respects the local context.

It is hoped that these Guidelines will contribute to bringing cooperative laws in line with the universally recognized cooperative values and principles.

Heterogeneous cooperative laws diminish the competitiveness of national cooperative movements, make cross-border operations of cooperatives difficult and decelerate regional integration. Harmonization is both a consequence of and a prerequisite for regional and international economic integration. If cooperatives are to remain competitive, the question is not whether they should follow this trend but how they can safeguard their peculiarities within this trend.

The claim that the Guidelines are of universal applicability does not contradict the call for country-specific cooperative laws. While it is true that cooperatives are centered on members whose behaviour is closely tied with cultural specificities, whereas (stock) companies are centred on a universal notion of how to manage capital, it is equally true that culture is no longer a matter of geography and that only a document for universal use will carry the necessary weight to counterbalance the uniformization and companization of all forms of business organizations, driven by some globally acting networks for which legal diversity is a little welcome cost factor.

The advantages of cooperatives, as compared with companies, especially as far as their sustainable development functionality is concerned, need to be advocated through a common global effort. Instead of denying the contradiction between globalization and cultural diversity, cooperators, being more affected by this contradiction than other economic actors, should take advantage of it.

By proposing guidelines for universal use, COPAC also expresses its view that cooperatives are neither something of the past nor an instrument for use in certain countries only. Cooperatives are one of many forms of doing business which has all the potential to cope with new challenges. Not only will the future show whether the trend towards “companization” of business enterprises continues or whether old and new problems like unemployment, health care, services for the elderly, environmental protection, leisure time management etc. will continue to be tackled by cooperatives. The future will also show that cooperatives are a suitable form of performing in a changed business world. Where knowledge production and management gradually replace those of goods and services, individual persons become the centrepieces of the production process since knowledge is generated, applied and passed on by people. Organizations like cooperatives, which put people at their centre, should therefore not be afraid of soon becoming outdated.

---

3 cf. Schwettmann, A Harmonised …, op.cit.


5 cf. the highly inspiring article by Snaith, “Virtual…”, op.cit.
Although these Guidelines promote a model where, according to the identity principle, members were the co-founders and the members are co-financing the cooperative enterprise of which they are the co-owners, co-administrators/managers, co-controllers, co-users, co-beneficiaries and for the debts of which they have co-liability and where member promotion is preferred over producing high returns on invested capital (principle of member promotion), they also give in to new economic necessities in a number of adaptations of these principles. Thus, the Guidelines try to capture five lines of legal development, which divide cooperative systems, within countries and/or between countries. These five lines are

- legislations, which do not allow for any deviations from the cooperative principles
- legislations, which provide for state-assisted and for independent cooperatives
- legislations, which allow one group of cooperators to follow the cooperative identity principle and another one to depart from it
- legislations, which support the idea of cooperatives belonging to the social economy alongside an independent business-minded sector\(^6\) and
- Legislations, which alongside cooperatives, also regulate a simplified form of cooperative.

It is commonly accepted that the role of government in cooperative affairs be restricted to four functions: legislation, registration, dissolution/liquidation, and monitoring the application of the law by the cooperatives. Therefore these Guidelines take as a premise that the main objective of a cooperative law be to guarantee minimum government involvement, maximum deregulation, maximum democratic participation and minimum government spending by translating the cooperative principles into a legally binding framework for the organization of self-determined self-help.

Since discussions on the original working paper started nine years ago, governments have changed, legislations have been adapted, and cooperative movements have evolved in the sense described here. Although the speed and extent of these developments differ significantly from one place to the other, it is believed that the trend of evolution underlying these Guidelines remains unchanged. This is why the spirit of transition to be found here and there in the Guidelines is maintained.

\(^6\) cf. Chuliá, op.cit.; Münkner, Reform des Genossenschaftsrechts …, op.cit.
It is hoped that by - necessarily - generalizing these Guidelines are still useful in specific legislation cases. They are written from a western lawyer’s point of view. The author wishes to express his excuses to those who live under different conceptions and invites them to continue discussing the issues contained in the Guidelines in order to make them more universal, for the sake of our common goal of adequate cooperative legislations.

Finally, it must be emphasized that these Guidelines are the result of a truly cooperative effort, despite of the fact that responsibility for their contents rests entirely with the author. III

We would also like to thank Ms. Joan Macdonald in reviewing and editing this book and Ms. Claire Piper, ILO COOP, for the cover design and formatting of the text.

Jürgen Schwettmann
ILO Cooperative Branch
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Kauniainen/Finland, February 2005
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Introduction

Cooperative law is a reflection of economic, social and political circumstances.

Over the past twenty years employment has decreased in number and its nature has been transformed fundamentally. Population patterns and demographic structures have changed. Economic decision-making processes have been concentrating. Rapidly accelerating urbanization has aggravated the ensuing social problems. These developments have occurred amidst a reciprocal process of globalization and technological innovations and amidst growing concern for sustainable modes of production and consumption.

For various ideological and structural reasons, the prevalent state model prior to the 1980s catered for a gamut of social and economic needs. Since the early 1980s this model has been questioned. Internal budget constraints, external debt burdens and the end of the ideological world-divide led, as a first reaction, governments, international donor organizations and non-governmental organizations to advocate a minimalist state model. Today, they agree that development requires an effective state – everywhere – limited in its powers to creating market-enabling political and legal frameworks and concentrating government action on those public goods which the market cannot or does not provide effectively or efficiently.

More and more governments understand that structural adjustment measures, which are implied by these changes, compel them to reduce their role in the economic and social sphere, to decentralize and liberalize administrative, political and economic structures, to move from planned to market economies and to balance the development of the different sectors of the economy. These measures will fall short of success if not complemented by the development and strengthening of institutions based on self-help and self-responsibility. Thus, cooperatives are increasingly being rediscovered as a means in their members’ hands to achieve goals which companies do not find profitable and which governments are no longer able or willing to achieve.

---

7 cf. Boer, op.cit. 935 ff.(936)
At the same time, this rediscovery has been shedding light on the fact that the gap between cooperative values and principles, on the one hand, and legal reality on the other, leaves cooperative self-help potential under-utilized, if not unutilized. Current cooperative law reforms are to rectify this state of affairs and thus provide institutional support to structural adjustment measures. The challenge for the national legislator is two-fold:

- reinstate, based on the universally recognized cooperative values and principles, the distinctive features of cooperatives whilst
- responding to appeals by the international community for more cultural diversity in legislation, as legal reforms are marked by a harmonization within and across the boundaries of economically defined regions. vi

The international community supports these legal reform initiatives.
2.1 Why a cooperative law?

In certain countries, such as Denmark and Norway, cooperative movements prosper without being ruled by their own law. But there are no cooperative movements prospering without any legal rules applicable to them. Some of the main reasons for this are:

(i) The existence of a cooperative law is a necessary, though not a sufficient condition for getting a cooperative policy to work.

(ii) The rule of law is a fundamental element in the new approach to development, which emphasizes the respect for human rights. This presupposes that the legal relationship between citizens and the state is founded on acts of parliament.

(iii) International cooperation and global economic agents use law in an ever increasing manner as a means of information and communication. Law is a reference point and a guide mark.

(iv) In complex societies, where social control can no longer be based on close personal relationships, regularization of social relationships has proved to be the most adequate means of regulating the activities of economic agents who are not personally linked to one another. By definition, this is especially true where economic relations are not entertained by physical persons only but also by legal persons. In order to provide for legal security, the law has to establish the criteria for the definition of these persons, the power of their organs and their liability in lieu of that of the members or the individual shareholders.

(v) Law is a suitable and tested means to represent and maintain a just balance between the autonomy of the cooperators and the cooperatives, on the one hand, and the powers of the state, on the other.
(vi) Law adds to stabilizing the political system.  
(vii) National laws are a necessary means to implement the public international cooperative law.

2.2 Cooperative Principles

The UN, the ILO and the ICA, i.e. those universal organizations which have a mandate to further the development of cooperatives, promote the following cooperative values and principles:  

- voluntary, open membership within the limits of the social objective defined in the bylaws/statutes of the cooperative in question, and the right to freely withdraw.

The interpretation of this open-door principle – i.e. negative and positive non-discrimination as regards gender, social origin, race, political affiliation or religion – must take into account the associative character of cooperatives. The free will of the members to work together constitutes one of the keys of their motivation. This is incompatible with any attempt to impose certain persons as members

- self-help, self-determination, self-administration, self-control and self-responsibility through democratic means (“one member/one vote”). This principle embraces that of cooperative autonomy, meaning that cooperatives should be allowed to regulate their internal affairs free of outside influence, be it by government or any other agent.

The matter is also linked to that of positive discrimination of cooperatives by the state. It is now commonly accepted that negative discrimination of cooperatives violates basic rights and rules on fair competition and thus distorts market conditions. More and more, it is also held that positive discrimination, i.e. the granting of privileges and advantages, prevents cooperatives from becoming competitive. Competitors are not willing to enter into business relations with entities which are known to be fed by the state. Regional and universal economic organizations, like the European Union and the World Trade Organization, increasingly insist on states abiding by international competition law. In addition, positive discrimination is often the justificatory basis for infringing upon the autonomy of cooperatives and it bears the risk of false cooperatives being created

- economic contribution by the members to the activities of their cooperative

---

9 as for the sources cf. fn. 1 and 4.
Preliminary considerations

- information to the members by the cooperative’s officers

- intercooperative cooperation and

- concern for the community. The ICA added the principle of “concern for the community” during its Centennial Congress in Manchester in 1995. The long-standing debate on the question whether cooperatives should exclusively serve their members or whether they should also serve their communities was, however, not re-opened. Nothing prevented the members of a cooperative in the past from working in a voluntary manner in favour of their community. As specified by the 7th ICA principle, they may continue to do so “through policies approved by their members”, i.e. on a voluntary basis. By design, cooperatives are to further their members’ interests. This design is not suited to further the interests of society at large. According to the cooperative ideal, the well-being of the members of cooperatives should contribute to that of the community. Questions linked to finding sustainable modes of life, i.e. modes which care for ecological balance, economic security, social justice, and participation in the political decision-making processes require that the interests of the members of cooperatives be constantly redefined.

2.3 Public international cooperative law

The ICA Statement, the UN Guidelines and ILO Recommendation No.193 \(^{10}\), containing the cooperative values and principles, form the core of the public international cooperative law. This law has to be respected when legislating.

The binding force of these instruments for national legislators has long been questioned. The ICA is a non-governmental body whose decisions do not bind states. UN Guidelines do not have the binding force of treaties or conventions. An ILO recommendation, as the name implies, serves as a guide for Member States and compliance cannot be enforced in the same way as ILO conventions can. However, governments are accountable to the ILO Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations.

It is to be noted, in addition, that ILO Recommendation No. 193 was adopted by an overwhelming majority (two abstentions only) \(^{11}\) and that the UN Guidelines were adopted by consensus.

\(^{10}\) cf. fn. 1 and 4.

\(^{11}\) cf. Roelants, op.cit., 1
If it ever were, the view that these instruments are not legally binding is not tenable anymore, because:

- the ICA definition of a cooperative and the cooperative values and principles, as laid down in the ICA Statement, form an integral part of ILO Recommendation No.193 (Points 2., 3. and annex); the UN Guidelines make reference to “cooperative values and principles” (Point 4.) and

- ILO Recommendation No.193 is a concretization of cooperative-relevant binding Human Rights instruments, which contain all the basic prerequisites for cooperative legislation.

Those who are not convinced that these instruments form the core of the public international cooperative law must at least recognize that the cooperative values and principles constitute a public international customary cooperative law. The cooperative values and principles have a long history of being applied by cooperators and of being considered by those who have to decide whether certain facts are to be recognized as reflecting cooperative values and principles. The ICA, as the guardian of these values and principles, is the largest non-governmental organization worldwide. Its non-ideological and apolitical approach to cooperative development over a period of 110 years has contributed to its being recognized and respected by all quarters.

2.4 Socio-economic, political and administrative factors

In order to thrive cooperatives need a favourable socio-economic, political and administrative framework. The current development model is based on political and economic freedom. The state must ensure respect for human rights, including the rule of law, the freedom to choose one’s economic activity, free access to national and international markets, private property as well as a clear distinction between the public and the private sector based on the principle of subsidiarity.

Apart from exercising the functions of legislation, registration, deregistration, and general normative control, the state in a market economy must not interfere in the economic affairs of cooperatives.

This statement needs three clarifications:

(i) This type of relationship between the state and economic organizations is not cooperative-specific. It determines the legal nature of the cooperative law and it is the foundation of the non-discriminatory treatment of cooperatives and their members, be it to their advantage or to their disadvantage (prohibition of positive and negative discrimination).
(ii) After decades of interference in the affairs of cooperatives, and in times when the living conditions of disadvantaged people in a number of countries are further deteriorating, the state must not withdraw instantly and/or completely from economic affairs.

Under such circumstances the legal policy on genuine cooperatives might have to be accompanied during a specified period of time by a policy of disengagement of the state and of promotion of cooperatives.

(iii) It would be an illusion to think that the modern market economy needs only a simple political and legal structure. Quite to the contrary. It functions because of its highly complex political and legal structure. The balance between non-intervention and a policy of laissez-faire, which would be destructive in the long term to the cooperative system as a whole, can only be maintained by a complex legal system. The law must provide for the existence of the greatest possible number of different private agents and induce their participation in the decision-making in economic matters. With regard to cooperatives, and given past experiences, this implies the prohibition for governments to convert cooperatives into transmission belts for national policies and, in particular, for policies accompanying structural adjustment programmes. The private character of cooperatives should prevent their being used as instruments for political, developmental, social or other goals. Any such use of cooperatives endangers their economic efficiency.

State administration related to cooperatives must thus be as restrained as that related to the private sector in general. Thus, for example, one single, possibly decentralized, register for companies and cooperatives could be envisaged. For the rest, government should be concerned with providing a well-functioning business environment at all levels, for example effective and efficient tax administration, an independent judiciary, an efficient banking and insurance systems, and with promoting chambers of commerce, industry and agriculture as well as professional organizations (trade associations). In addition, it should include cooperative issues in the learning curricula at all levels and in its extension services and it should encourage business advisors to make cooperatives part of their expertise.

12 Hösle, op.cit., 13
This necessary (re)distribution of roles between the state, the cooperatives, their movement and other private actors might be facilitated by setting up a national council for cooperatives, which could reconcile state sovereignty with the independence of the cooperatives. Conceived as a discussion forum and as a consultative body, this council should in no case take on a mission of tutelage.

The application of a policy of non-intervention in the economic activities of the private sector depends essentially on the organization of the politico-administrative system and the willingness of its office holders. Thus, to the extent the constitutional system permits it, decentralization and de-concentration of power should be favoured, so that decisions can be taken and applied at the local level where cooperatives mainly operate. This could also mean entrusting local administration with the application of the cooperative law, even if it is a so-called “traditional” administration.

In theory, the administration is only an instrument in the hands of the government. Frequently, however, administrators acquire such independence as to be able to effectively oppose changes in policy orientation. The passage to a market economy brings about the transition from a more or less direct intervention in the management of dependent cooperatives to the recognition of cooperatives as independent structures. Administrators are required to apply more subtle rules. They might not always have the necessary qualifications and/or they might not be prepared to exercise the necessary flexibility to do that.

2.5 The systemic nature of laws

Cooperative legislation is part of cooperative law. Cooperative law is constituted by all national, supranational and international normative, administrative and judicial acts and the praxes commonly accepted among cooperators as they bear on the formation, the structure, the operations and the dissolution of cooperatives. Thus, the rule on the non-discretional and non-discriminatory exercise of administrative power and on the justiciability of all public acts, constitutional and administrative norms, rules on local and regional administration, real estate and private law in general, irrigation, water, investment, commercial law, company, tax, competition, labour, bankruptcy, and credit laws, regulations on imports, exports and pricing, on contracts, inheritance, accountancy, banking, consumer protection and social security, transports and marketing, etc. must all be severally and jointly conducive to and supportive of genuine cooperatives if cooperative legislation is to be effective.

When drafting the law the legislator must therefore make sure that other legal provisions do not run counter to his project. It will be particularly important to be vigilant regarding the provisions contained in competition law and in social and labour laws. The latter two are marked by the wish to
guarantee minimum social protection and to establish a balance between unequal partners, and they are at times incompatible with the right to self-determination of cooperatives and their members.

These aspects require resorting to a general legal expert who looks after the compatibility of the different texts. The ministry of justice is normally the guardian of the harmony of the legal system.
3.1 Scope of the cooperative law

Before elaborating the law, the legislator will have to consider its scope. Is the law to apply to all forms of self-help or to organized forms of self-help only?

It is suggested that the scope of the cooperative law be limited to one specific, organized type of self-help. State structures do not allow for the reproduction of knowledge necessary to administer unorganized self-help groups, let alone a combination of these and organized groups on the basis of one single law. In addition, legislation on all forms of self-help in one law would necessarily tend to neglect the informal, non-organized in favour of the formal sector. Besides, the administration of a comprehensive law on all forms of self-help would be extremely costly.

When distinguishing between organized and non-organized self-help groups it is important to differentiate between cooperatives as voluntary associations of persons, i.e. a mode of organizing a group, and communities, i.e. a way of life. Cooperatives may only prosper if their members are autonomous in their economic activities and if economic life in general is kept separate from other social activities. Societies where the community is considered as an indivisible entity find it difficult to integrate the concept of legal personality, which allows for abstract bodies to exist independently of their members. They find it, for example, difficult to understand that the financial liability of cooperators may be limited to their shares.

Where the concepts of association and community are confused, it may happen that the implementation of the cooperative law will be hampered by community-type mechanisms. This mixture tends to be harmful to both the cooperative and the community-type group in which cooperative members often continue living.

The distinction between associations and communities must not be confused with that between cooperatives and simplified cooperative structures, as proposed in these Guidelines. With the latter distinction the Guidelines draw on a trend to be observed in recent cooperative laws. These include chapters on “simplified cooperative structures”, i.e. organizations that function

---

13 cf. Henrý, Co-operation in ..., op.cit.; Henrý, Genossenschaften als juristische Personen ..., Towards Adjusted..., op.cit.
according to cooperative principles without fulfilling all the requirements of a fully-fledged cooperative. Other laws do exempt such structures from a number of otherwise compulsory requirements. Such structures might not need, for example, a supervisory committee (where required), a full-time manager, an elaborate accounting system or a chartered accountant as an auditor. VIII The distinguishing criteria might be the turnover, the membership size or the degree of interrelatedness with third parties. This concept is gradually replacing that of “pre-cooperatives” according to which these entities had to either convert into “full” cooperatives or to dissolve after an unsuccessful probationary period of time. Some countries do discuss in this context the appropriateness of having separate legislation for so-called new (generation) cooperatives.

There is an interesting parallel in legal history. In the past, legislation on companies with limited liability, like for example the German GmbH, was introduced because stock companies proved to be organizations too complex for many entrepreneurs.

3.2 Nature of the cooperative law

3.2.1 Public or private law?

The legal nature of the cooperative law depends on the definition of its objective. If it is to regulate the activity of the cooperative sector, it will be part of public economic law and should include, besides rules on the formation, structure, operations and dissolution of cooperatives, also rules on the establishment, the set-up and the powers of a supervisory authority. If, on the other hand, it is to only propose to potential cooperators a mode of organization which will permit them to develop their activities in an autonomous manner, then it will be part of private law.

The insertion of the cooperative law in one or other of these fields reflects a political choice. In the context of structural adjustment to the requirements of human rights, democracy and the rule of law, private law is the logical choice since the legislator is not seeking public involvement in the activities of cooperatives.

3.2.2 Development law

The history of cooperatives has been frequently marked by their being used as instruments to serve the goals of the state, more often than not synonymous with one political party, a family or even a single person. In the context of development the end of this instrumentalization allows for a more genuine reflection of the special legislative needs of the Countries of the South. Their mainly externally geared, accelerated socio-economic change suggests a specific, development enhancing and this change accommodating law. The legislators of these countries
might have to define the kind and the scope of issues to be dealt with in a cooperative law in a different way than legislators in other countries.

In the past, development efforts of states often ended up in managing cooperatives on a day-to-day basis in order to make them fit modern, mostly imported law. What was originally meant to be provisional often became institutionalized. 14 Public funding brought about tight control, thus closing the vicious circle of government involvement and a growing dependence of the cooperative system on the state. Not masters of their destiny, cooperatives saw state officials survey their formation and operations, define their activities or organize their vertical integration and use the cooperative law to shape society at large. IX

On the other hand, cooperatives were granted tax privileges, they had easy access to credit or state controlled support. In so far as these privileges violate the equal treatment principle or are granted because of the mere sake of the cooperatives being cooperatives, these privileges should not be granted anymore. The 4th ICA principle indicates which shape the relationship between government and cooperatives ought to take in this context.

Such constraints and privileges can no longer be part of cooperative law. Not only are they incompatible with the fact of cooperatives belonging to the private sector, they are also incompatible with development requirements.

The proponents of the transplantations of so-called modern law which was to secure this kind of “development” were, if at all, guided by the theory of the “development of law”. Law was seen as a technique apt to be developed. They ignored the theory of “development law”, which is rather concerned with finding out how development could be induced and supported by law. Law is not to create social reality but to structure it.

The widely ignored “development law” theory pre-shaped the current human rights approach to development, at least as far as law is concerned. The Human Right to Development replaces the classical notion of development with that of development through cultural diversity.

Mistakenly, the challenge of designing a development enhancing law is frequently thought to be solvable by allowing for deviations from the cooperative principles through government decrees on key areas of

14 as for the legal history of these developments, which were closely related with the so-called British-Indian Pattern of Cooperation, cf. Münkner, The British-Indian Pattern …, op.cit.; Henrý, 100 Years …, op.cit.
cooperative development.

Development law is a body of law which not only shapes socio-economic activities. It must at the same time bear the features of development by channelling rapid socio-economic change into a direction which is beneficial for those concerned by the change. A number of key rules must therefore be in the form of graduation clauses, i.e. clauses whose application ceases once the aim which was to be reached through that rule is reached.

### 3.3 Choice of the adequate legal instrument

The choice between the different legal instruments, i.e. the constitution ¹⁵, laws, ordinances, decrees, regulations, government orders, (government) model bylaws etc., is not a free one. The principle of cooperative autonomy and the rule of law determine the choice. The autonomy of cooperatives will only be achieved and/or maintained by respecting the principle of subsidiarity. Only matters which surpass the competence of an individual cooperative, which are of a democratically defined public concern or involve third party interests may be regulated through public norms, while everything else must be left to be determined through bylaws/statutes. This notwithstanding, the cooperative law should be sufficiently detailed to avoid its character being altered through government rules. This is of particular importance in countries where laws take effect only once the relevant government decree of application is issued.

According to the rule of law, questions relating to cooperative principles must be regulated by law, whereas decrees or other administrative acts are limited to operationalizing the law, especially in matters that are of a temporary nature or which are subject to frequent changes, such as for example rules on fees and fixed interest rates.

Once inscribed in the law, a rule cannot be overturned unless a competent court of law so requires or the law is revised. However, rules of whatever legal nature cannot nullify those contained in other texts having the same or a higher legal ranking. This is an additional reason for the importance of taking into account the systemic character of cooperative law.

### 3.4 One cooperative law or several laws?

In view of the wide range of self-help organizations with differing activities, needs, membership bases, stages of development, sizes, degrees of complexity and inter-relatedness with competitors, it must be decided

---

¹⁵ Bangladesh, Columbia, Guyana, Italy, Mexico, Namibia, Portugal, Spain, Thailand and Turkey, for example, recognise cooperatives in their constitutions
whether there shall be one law for all types of cooperatives (for example service, workers, consumer), all types of activities (for example agriculture, housing, fishery, cattle raising, savings and credit, transport, supply, marketing etc.), all types of professions (for example fishermen, craftspeople, medical doctors, lawyers etc.), single-purpose and/or multi-purpose cooperatives and all levels of cooperative organizations, one law with separate parts for every or some types of cooperatives/activities or several distinct laws. It might even be that there is no need for a separate cooperative law at all if the civil code, commercial or other laws provide for the regulation of cooperatives.

For the legislative procedure this choice has an immediate incidence for example on the designation of the lead ministry in charge of the formulation of the law or the amendments to the law.

Worldwide one finds any thinkable combination, from many laws to no law. The trend is towards having one single general law covering all types of cooperatives because it is believed that:

- one law for all types of cooperatives, possibly with specific parts for specific types of cooperatives/activities, for example housing or savings and credit cooperatives, best guarantees the autonomy of cooperatives, i.e. their power to regulate their own affairs as far as possible through bylaws/statutes, since the degree of detail in such a law will be lower than in a multitude of laws

- this low degree of detail diminishes bureaucracy

- one single law avoids the fragmentation of the cooperative movement that might occur where different types of cooperatives were registered under different acts and placed under the supervision of different public authorities with, perhaps, heterogeneous policies

- one single law creates legal security for those dealing with cooperatives. Legal security relates rather to structural and liability aspects than to a specific type of cooperative or activity

- in the context of development constraints, one single law is the most adequate tool to reach congruency between development-oriented, member-oriented and self-sufficiency goals of cooperatives.

However, in the light of the recent discussions on how to restore cooperative distinctiveness, it is being considered, especially in the industrialized countries, to have different laws.

\[16\] cf. Münkner, Reform des Genossenschaftsrechts …, op.cit.
3.5 Language of the cooperative law

Understanding the law is a prerequisite of its implementation. It is not unusual that the primary addressees of the cooperative law neither master the official language in which the text is written nor understand the legal terminology. The promulgation of the law in vernacular languages, the use of an accessible style or the adoption of a law that one can understand as far as possible without having to resort to other texts are some of the means to improve access to the cooperative law.

But the cooperative law cannot and must not be an exception within its legal system. Its language must be consistent with that of the other legal texts so as to ensure the cohesiveness of the legal system.

3.6 Format of the cooperative law

The format of the cooperative law might seem of secondary importance. Nevertheless, it must be noted that form and content are one. The degree of detail should therefore be reflected upon.

A brief law, only defining an organizational framework for cooperatives, necessarily refers to other provisions, making it less intelligible and therefore relatively difficult to understand. From a practical point of view, a detailed law thus seems preferable. However, in reality detailed texts, while avoiding cross references to other texts, develop a degree of detail which risks impeding the autonomy of cooperatives by limiting notably the space they may fill with their bylaws/statutes. On the other hand, detailed laws prevent an excessive resort to government instruments.

The time dimension has to be taken into consideration as well when deciding on the format. Often, details in the cooperative law pertain to time-bound political, social and economic issues which change more or less rapidly over time, thus requiring adaptations of the law. Frequent changes of the law not only consume resources but they also affect public opinion about the value of a law. They do not match the long-term perspective of cooperative development, for which legal stability/continuity is vital, and they meet the inertia of administrators.

3.7 Sequence of the matters to be contained in the law

There are many ways to present the sequence of the different sections of a law. They have no influence on the legal value of the sections. However, the “life” of a cooperative or the subject matters may predetermine to a certain extent this sequence. On the other hand, one may also think about the sequence of the different sections from the point of view of those who shall apply the law, i.e. the members, the organs or their representatives. These Guidelines try to marry these two approaches by suggesting a sequence which follows the phases of a cooperative from its formation to its
dissolution, on the one hand, while regrouping those sections which pertain to either single members or to the organs, on the other. This results at times in repetitions.

3.8 An ABC of a cooperative law

As legal entities cooperatives have to be subject to legislation. Their structure, functioning and especially their position vis-à-vis third parties have to be regulated.

The following main topics of a cooperative law will be presented here:

- Preamble
- General provisions
- Formation and registration
- Obligations and rights of the members
- Organs/bodies and management
- Capital formation, accounts, surplus distribution and loss coverage
- Audit
- Dissolution
- Simplified cooperative structures
- Horizontal and vertical integration
- Dispute settlement
- Miscellaneous, transitory and final provisions.

3.8.1 Preamble

If the legal system of the country permits it, and by clearly stating the legal nature thereof, the cooperative law could start with a preamble.

The preamble will guide the interpretation of the law, which is all the more important where genuine cooperatives are not yet solidly implanted. The preamble could indicate the following matters:

- the role and the function of cooperatives in society in general and in the economy of the country in particular
- the character of cooperatives as private and autonomous organizations having access to all lawful activity
- the involvement of the government which will be limited to the formation, dissolution and promotion of cooperatives and to general normative control
Guidelines for Cooperative Legislation

- equal treatment of cooperatives and their members with regard to other business organizations; i.e. they will not be discriminated against, either negatively nor positively, in order to avoid distortions between competitors and the formation of bogus cooperatives. Equal treatment in the legal sense means identical treatment with other business organizations, where possible, but different whenever the specific nature of the cooperatives so requires. As an example, one might point to the taxation of two items which are typical for cooperatives: surplus and patronage refunds. Surplus produced on transactions with the members is the result of a cooperative specific way of calculating costs (near costs) and patronage refund, paid pro-rata of the business of the members with their cooperative, is a deferred price reduction or a correction of the price calculation at the end of the financial year, should the economic risk included in the original cost calculation not have materialized. If surplus may therefore not be compared with profit, it should not be taxed as such.

3.8.2 General provisions

3.8.2.1 Definition of terms used in the law

A glossary of key legal terms used in the law could be included in the text, annexed to it or contained in a separate document. This is all the more necessary where this kind of law is new or marks a change of policy, or where a single general text replaces several more detailed ones. Such a glossary would also have the merit of facilitating communication at the international level.

3.8.2.2 Application of other norms

Because of a wide-spread false assumption the law must clearly indicate that the registration under the cooperative law does not exempt cooperatives from abiding by the rest of the legal order. Cooperatives are not exempt from obeying other legal norms, especially not from obeying those regulating their activity.

3.8.2.3 Definition of cooperatives. Field of application of the law

The universally recognized definition of cooperatives as contained in the ICA Statement and in ILO Recommendation No.193 reads as follows: “A co-operative is an autonomous association of persons united voluntarily to meet their common economic, social and cultural needs and aspirations through a jointly owned and democratically controlled enterprise.”
In addition to uniting voluntarily the potential members should also come together on their own initiative.

Rather than copying this or another definition, it is advisable to formulate their own one where the local context so requires, whilst paying respect to the universally recognized cooperative values and principles.

The definition will also depend on the legislator’s choice between a single law governing all types of cooperatives and several specific laws.

The definition and the subsequent rules must reflect those features which best distinguish cooperatives from other forms of business organizations, namely the cooperative identity principle and the principle of member promotion. The identity principle means that members were the co-founders and that the members are co-financing the cooperative of which they are the co-owners, co-managers, co-controllers, co-users and co-beneficiaries and for the debts of which they have co-liability. The principle of member promotion means that the betterment of the situation of the members is preferred over producing high returns on invested capital. The combination of these two principles constitutes the dual nature of cooperatives. They are groups of persons (associations) and economic enterprises at the same time or, more precisely, they are a group of persons who have an enterprise, i.e. cooperatives are not investor controlled enterprises, but associations of persons who work towards common objectives through a joint enterprise. Although this enterprise must be run in a profit oriented way, it is distinct from capitalist enterprises in that it is oriented towards its members’ interests and not towards its own interests.

The definition of cooperatives is not only to differentiate them from capital-centred organizations but also from non-profit organizations, from charity organizations and from other possible forms of self-help organizations.

The definition should be written into the law as this helps

- the government to carry out the normative functions of the state
- to distinguish genuine cooperatives from false ones
- to determine the rights and obligations of the members, as well as those of the organs of the cooperative
- to specify the qualifications and duties of cooperative officers concerning capital management and serving the interests of the members
to state minimum rules concerning accountancy and audit in order to further the efficient use of financial and human resources

- to resolve the conflicts that might arise between cooperative law and labour law or between cooperative law and competition law

- to adequately assess the tax status of cooperatives and their members

- to justify equal treatment of cooperatives, in the sense explained earlier

- to regulate the relationship between private and public entities

- to facilitate the evaluation of the economic, social and political impact of cooperatives and,

- to promote international cooperation for the development of cooperatives.

The definition of cooperatives is not limited to primary cooperatives. It also applies to secondary and tertiary cooperatives if they are allowed to carry out an economic activity.

Finally, considering the number of groups and organizations based on self-help, mutual aid or solidarity, those structures which do not come under the cooperative law could be listed in the law by way of a so-called negative definition, especially if they are regulated by other laws of the country.

### 3.8.2.4 Cooperative principles

The universally recognized cooperative principles may be included in the preamble or in the definition of the cooperative, by listing them or by making reference thereto.

A reference has the merit of being more flexible and of not imposing a revision of the law should the principles change, but it makes the application of the law more complicated because it refers to external texts. Another solution is to draw up a list of the cooperative principles, taking care not to give this list a limiting and definite character. This could be translated by the use of expressions such as “among others ...” or “in particular ...”. Thus the reference would include possible changes and allow for additional principles.

Whatever the solution, it is important that the nature of the referred to or cited cooperative principles be expressly stated and that the cooperative
principles not be written as if they were legal norms, because that would limit the legislator in making adaptations of these principles to the national circumstances and, in fact, respect for these principles would be rather improbable. It would also limit the autonomy of cooperatives. Likewise, legal rules must not be written in the form of principles because in that form they are not applicable and will most likely call on government to replace the legislator by issuing norms where it should limit itself to issuing regulations, which make legal norms operational, where necessary.  

3.8.3 Formation of cooperatives

3.8.3.1 Registration

The recognition, and thus the protection, of cooperatives by the state manifests itself in the registration of their name and all other information justifying their status as a legal person in a public register.

Noting what has happened during the last decades in a number of countries, it appears that the law must foresee severe sanctions against any abuse of the name “cooperative”.

The granting of the status of legal entity is, as a rule, motivated by the wish to favour the participation of private persons in joint economic activities since these are judged to be more viable. The fact that their personal responsibility and, in particular, their financial liability, is not committed beyond the amount of the shares subscribed, unless decided otherwise in the bylaws/statutes, is certainly an encouraging factor for people to become members of legal entities. One might object that the distinction made between the organization and its members contradicts the cooperative principle according to which the cooperative may not be dissociated from its members. But if members are not to bear personal liability for the activities of their cooperative, then only such a distinction will allow for a shift of liability to an independent entity with legal person status.

Types of registration

There are two basic types of registration:

- the quasi-automatic registration and
- the registration after approval by a public authority.

According to the first option, which complies best with the rule of law, a cooperative must be registered once the conditions laid down in the

---

17 as for the difference between principles and legal norms cf. Chuliá, op.cit, 36 f.
law are fulfilled.

If, for whatever reason, prior approval is necessary, the discretionary power of the approving authority must be strictly and effectively limited by law.

Registration authority

The separation of state powers, the legal nature of the cooperative law, the definition of cooperatives and the use of the registration procedure as a means of an a priori control are elements to consider when choosing the registration authority.

Recognition of cooperatives as economic organizations of the private sector would permit having all types of enterprises registered in one single register. Even though registration is an administrative task, it could be exercised by the judiciary. But experience has also shown that an authority specialized in cooperative matters, and possibly helped by personnel seconded by the cooperative movement, is more apt to handle registration issues properly.

The legislator has to ensure that the registration be conceived as a local service and that the potential cooperators have to deal preferably with a single authority only when applying for registration. Where different authorities are involved, these should communicate amongst themselves and vest the power to deal with the potential cooperators with one of them.

Registration procedure

In no case must the registration procedure hinder citizens from forming groups in the way that suits them best.

No registration will be made without a request from an elected representative of the nascent cooperative. This request must be filed within a brief time limit, fixed by law, after the constitutive general assembly.

Documents to be attached to the application for registration:

- the minutes of the constitutive general assembly, with the signatures or fingerprints of all founder members. If the bylaws/statutes were adopted on the basis of model bylaws/statutes, the minutes must document a detailed discussion of these model bylaws/statutes
- a sample of the signatures of the persons with the right to represent the cooperative
- several copies of the bylaws/statutes with the signatures or
the finger prints of all founder members

- the report of an economic feasibility study concerning the planned activities of the cooperative and a statement as to the qualifications of the board members. This study should be carried out by a cooperative apex organization or another recognized structure. Where there are no such structures yet government may temporarily carry out this task. The task must not be given to the registration authority in order to avoid it being judge and party at the same time.

The objective of this requirement, which is not imposed on the founders of other business organizations, is not to hamper the freedom of potential cooperators, but to see to the interests of the members of the future cooperative and potential business partners, since the risks these are running are greater than those usually permitted for other types of enterprises, because cooperatives have no minimum capital requirement and, generally, their capital base is weak. The legislator must, however, refrain from such preventive measures if it cannot exclude abuses of power in connection with this study:

- a list of the persons entitled to file the application for registration and to notify all subsequent changes to be made to the registry
- a document showing that an adequate portion of the total amount of the member shares has been paid up and stating the period of time within which the remainder must be paid.

The implementation of a speedy and impartial registration procedure is a first step by the state towards facilitating the development of a genuine cooperative movement. To this effect, the following procedure is proposed:

- a deposit receipt stating the application for registration and listing the documents presented, duly signed and dated, will be given upon presentation of the above-mentioned documents
- registration will be concluded within a short time period. One certified copy of the bylaws/statutes, mentioning the number and date of registration will be given to the cooperative. It will be proof of the official recognition of the cooperative as a legal person
- a refusal to register must be justified in writing and notified to the group that requested registration
- in the case of such a refusal, the founders may appeal before
a court (to be specified) which should give a decision within a brief time period

- if within the required time limit, no refusal has been notified, or if the court has not given its decision, registration will be presumed. The registration authority will also in this case, within a fixed and brief time period, send a certified copy of the bylaws/statutes, indicating the number and date of the presumed registration to the cooperative

- whichever its type, the registration should be published within a fixed and brief time period by means of an easily accessible medium, generally used by the local authorities. In case the registration is not published within the time limit set, the cooperative will be presumed registered and the person not having fulfilled his duties will be financially liable for the consequences

- the fees for the registration and publication must in no case be prohibitive.

Where the registration becomes effective with its publication only, cooperatives must have the right to demand that the time periods mentioned be brief and respected by the registration authority.

Only registered, in some cases registered and published, or known information is binding on third parties. After registration, cooperatives must therefore make sure that any subsequent changes in the registered data be notified to the registration authority, failing which, the persons not having fulfilled this duty will be held financially liable for the consequences.

Nature and effects of the registration

By registering (and publishing the registration, where necessary), the state confers legal person status to the cooperative. The status signifies that the cooperative is responsible and liable as a legal entity, independently of its members and with perpetual succession. The members will not be, for example, individually responsible for any acts performed in the name of the cooperative, nor will they be liable beyond the amount of the subscribed shares for the debts of the cooperative, unless otherwise decided through the bylaws/statutes.

As a legal entity, the cooperative has rights and duties. It can acquire property rights, contract debts, develop an economic activity and be party to law suits. As with companies and in accord with the legal system in question, this legal capacity will be infinite or limited by the objective of the cooperative concerned.
The legal person status includes the right to own subsidiaries in another legal form than a cooperative. The establishment of such independent bodies should not, however, discard members from the decision making.

The frequently used formula according to which cooperatives were “the mandatories of their members” does not adequately portray the legal status of cooperatives. On the one hand, they are legal persons. Once registered, acts performed on their behalf exclusively commit them, i.e. cooperatives are independent of their members. On the other hand, because of the close involvement of the members in the decision making processes of the cooperative, a feature which distinguishes cooperatives from other business organizations, cooperatives may not act beyond the mandate which the members may modify at any time.

The status of acts performed on behalf of the cooperative during the period from its constitution until its registration (and the publication thereof, where necessary) must be clearly defined.

In order to favour the rapid development of cooperatives as part of overall public development programmes, most of the legislations adopted during the 1960s in the Countries of the South provided for the possibility of provisional registration of mainly “pre-cooperatives”. After thirty years of experience one must, however, admit that most of these pre-cooperatives, often preferred because of their light structure and their exemption from a number of constraints, have not evolved towards autonomous cooperatives. On the contrary, their dependence on external support increased with the intention of turning them into cooperatives. The control which had to follow this support has discredited government as a promoter of cooperatives in many a country.

In addition, provisional registration gave birth to considerable confusion, especially among banks and other creditors with whom it was supposed to facilitate relations, because the legal nature of a provisional registration remained unclear.

3.8.3.2 Membership

Membership issues are the single most important ones to be dealt with by the law as cooperatives are member-centered organizations.

Membership qualifications

The universally recognized definition of cooperatives allows for both physical/natural and legal persons to be members of a cooperative. With the exception of rules for service cooperatives, many legislations do however exclude legal persons from membership in primary cooperatives. As long as the democratic principle of “one member/one
vote” is respected in real terms, such limitations should not be included in the law. To ensure this respect one might consider limiting the total voting power of legal person members in those primary cooperatives which also have natural person members, so as to not allow these legal person members to outnumber the votes of the natural person members or to take decisions by themselves.

According to western legal concepts, physical/natural and legal persons only may hold rights and hence be members of a cooperative. This definition is based on a cultural assumption which individualizes physical persons. Other societies are organized on the basis of extended families, or even larger groups, as the smallest entity. These entities may be admitted as members in cooperatives, provided they are stable. One would have to make certain, however, that the decision-making procedure within the cooperative is not affected by admitting such groups as members and that the democratic rights of individual members are not infringed upon.

The admission of such groups as members might even facilitate the functioning of the cooperative in certain circumstances by permitting it to respect the decision-making procedures of the existing social environment, notably in matters concerning the management of natural resources.

**Restrictions concerning age**

The admission of legal minors is generally an exception to the civil law of the country concerned. Without preventing economically active minors from membership, the possibility of minors to affiliate themselves to a cooperative needs careful studying of the implications in terms of responsibility and financial liability, the right to vote and the eligibility to posts of responsibility. In order to avoid joining a cooperative becoming a means of access to a position which would not legally be accorded to minors individually, their number and rights must be limited. Notably, minors must be prevented from being able to control the cooperative. Exceptions might be made for school and student cooperatives.

**Minimum number of members in primary cooperatives**

To respect the freedom of association, restrictions on the number of members of a cooperative should be limited. The economic viability of cooperatives with too few members is, however, generally speaking, precarious. Under such conditions, granting them legal personality might go against the interest of their potential partners and creditors. This is why most legislations do require a minimum number of members, at least three.
The experiences of a country might require that different minimum numbers be fixed according to the type of cooperative. Thus the number might be higher for consumer cooperatives than for producer cooperatives, the number for service cooperatives falling in between.

**Maximum number of members in primary cooperatives**

In theory, the “open-door principle”, a shorthand term for the 1st ICA principle, does not authorize any restriction on the number of members. In practice, the number of members must be compatible with the objective of the cooperative in question. Just as with the minimum number of members, it is difficult to define absolute upper or relative limits for the different types of cooperatives.

One might note that, in general, the problems of administration grow with the size of membership. The more members, the more difficult it is to maintain a democratic mode of administration, and the less members identify with their cooperative. Decentralization by means of regional assemblies and/or assemblies by sections, combined with a more effective administration, may make up for some of the negative consequences of large memberships, but they may not make them disappear.

The problems vary also with the type of cooperative. Thus, a high number of members in a consumer cooperative has little influence on the decision making processes, whereas the necessarily high number of members in a savings and credit cooperative requires rather complex work mechanisms. Producer cooperatives will most likely suffer if the size of membership outgrows certain limits. The question will have to be left to the members for decision, if necessary.

**Admission of members**

**Principle**

Within the limits of the objective of the cooperative in question and according to the open-door principle, all persons who request membership should be admitted. The associative character of the cooperative must, however, permit the members to have a say. Mutual acceptance by the members is a condition sine qua non for the success of the cooperative.

The policy adopted by cooperatives in matters of capital distribution has an influence on the number and quality of the members. The risk of membership applications motivated by the search for a lucrative investment may be avoided by not distributing the profit gained on transactions with non-member users and/or by reimbursing shares in the event of termination of membership or liquidation at nominal value only.
The residence of the applicant should not be decisive for admission unless the objective of the cooperative has it as one of the keys for its success, in which case the bylaws/statutes should foresee the necessary clause.

A good number of cooperative laws permit the exclusion from membership of persons who do not have a clean police record. Unless the punished behaviour is likely to harm the cooperative, the members should assume their general social obligations by helping to reintegrate such persons into society.

**Admission procedure**

Given the associative character of cooperatives, the admission of new members must be decided by the general assembly. For practical reasons, the board of directors may decide, but the general assembly will keep, if it wishes, a right of confirmation or veto, to be exercised during the first general assembly following the decision taken by the board.

In order to be able to determine with certainty the rights and obligations of the members, it is important to specify in the law that final act which constitutes membership.

Applications for membership must be dated and confirmed upon receipt. A refusal must be justified in writing and the applicant must be notified immediately. The applicant must have the right to appeal to a court of law (to be defined). If the cooperative has not met the time limit set by the law, membership is presumed.

**Resignation/withdrawal of members**

The right of the members to resign or withdraw must be guaranteed by the law which must see to it that administrative acts or the bylaws/statutes of the cooperative do not have an adverse effect.

Withdrawal may be restricted until a minimum period of membership has expired, or be subject to discharging the mainly financial obligations incurred towards the cooperative or third parties. These conditions must in no case be excessive, and the required time period (for notification, reimbursement of shares, etc.) must be reasonable.

The effect of the resignation/withdrawal is the postponement or immediate termination of the rights and obligations of the resigning member. Remaining under certain conditions financially liable, the resigning/withdrawing member has a right to have his shares reimbursed, in principle at nominal value. However, the cooperative must have the possibility to temporarily (term to be specified) withhold the reimbursement if an immediate reimbursement would seriously
affect its functioning. In this case, the cooperative will pay a limited interest on the sum to be reimbursed.

**Exclusion and suspension of members**

Given the open-door principle, exclusion must be an exceptional measure. It can take place when members do not withdraw voluntarily even though they no longer fulfill the conditions of membership, if they seriously violate the bylaws/statutes or if their behaviour is detrimental to the cooperative.

Depending on the kind of misconduct, the cooperative might also decide a partial or total suspension of the rights of a member for a certain period of time.

In both cases, the member concerned must be heard and, at his request, the motives for the decision of the cooperative must be communicated to the member in writing. The member may appeal before the general assembly of the cooperative, use the dispute settlement procedures provided for in the law or in the bylaws/statutes and/or he has the right to appeal to a court of law (to be defined).

The terms and effects of an exclusion or suspension are the same as those for resignation.

**3.8.4 Obligations and rights of members**

**3.8.4.1 Principle**

Again, the sequence by which the matters are dealt with in the law is not indicative of any ranking. It does however at times reflect the weight given to a specific item. Thus, emphasis is put here on the members’ obligations which are far less discussed than members’ rights. Membership is linked to rights. These are conditioned by the discharge of obligations. The cooperative law and subsidiary legislation must ensure that this rule be respected, even in cases where general social rules tend to override these rights and obligations. In no case must family ties, race, age, religion or any other affiliation to a group affect the independence and the equality of the members.

**3.8.4.2 Obligations**

**Personal obligations**

By belonging to a cooperative, members commit themselves:

- to respect the bylaws/statutes as well as the decisions taken by the general assembly, whether they voted for their adoption or not
- to abstain from any activity detrimental to the objective of
their cooperative. Membership in several cooperatives having the same objective and territory of activity must not automatically be considered as harming the cooperative(s)

- to participate actively in the life of the cooperative. This obligation may not, however, be enforced.

Financial obligations

Membership in a cooperative implies the following financial obligations:

- each member must subscribe to and pay for the minimum number of shares fixed in the bylaws/statutes
- each member is financially liable for the debts of the cooperative, at a minimum with the amount of money to be paid for the shares subscribed by him
- each member might have to purchase additional shares or make supplementary financial contributions to the cooperative. In order to compensate, at least in part, for the inherent financial weakness of most cooperatives, and in order to incite the members to actively contribute to the success of their cooperative, the law or the bylaws/statutes may impose an obligation on the members to make supplementary payments in case the cooperative is unable to pay its debts. This may result in an unlimited financial liability of the members. The amount of these supplementary payments may be the same for each member, it may be proportional to the transactions made by each of the members with the cooperative over a specified period of time, according to the method used for surplus distribution, or it may be determined according to the number of shares held by each member.

If not specified in the law, the type of financial liability of the members must be dealt with in the bylaws/statutes in order to protect the interests of third parties.

Because of the legal person status of cooperatives, the financial liability of members commits the members towards their cooperative only, and not towards the creditors of the cooperative. It extends beyond the termination of membership, for a period of time to be specified in the law or in the bylaws/statutes. As a rule, a member must contribute to the discharge of only those debts which are on the balance sheet at the time of the end of his membership.
Other obligations

One might envisage obliging the members to use, to a certain extent at least, the services or installations of their cooperative. Although favouring the development of the cooperative in the short run, such a rule would in time have a negative influence on the competitiveness of the cooperative and it might violate competition law in those cases where the members themselves run a business. Therefore, rather than reasoning in terms of legal obligations, one might consider that the members have the moral duty to work with their cooperative. Furthermore, it is up to the cooperative to offer sufficiently attractive services to its members.

Exceptions are possible, particularly in the case where the members decide to make an important investment, the success of which depends on the members using that facility. Members could then temporarily be forbidden to look elsewhere for the rendered services.

In order to guarantee certain stability in specific cases, the cooperative might have to conclude individual contracts with each of its members.

3.8.4.3 Rights

Personal rights

Each member has the right to:

- ask for those services which form the objective of the cooperative
- ask for education and training by the cooperative according to the bylaws/statutes or the decisions of the general assembly
- use the installations and services of the cooperative
- participate in the general assembly, propose a motion therein, and vote
- elect or be elected for an office in the cooperative or in that of a higher level structure of which his cooperative is a member
- obtain at all reasonable times, from the elected bodies of the cooperative, information on the situation of the cooperative and
- have the books and registers inspected by the supervisory committee, if any.
Jointly (necessary number to be determined) the members can also:

- convene a general assembly and/or have a question inscribed on the agenda of a general assembly or
- ask for an additional audit.

**Financial rights**

The members have the right to:

- receive a share of the surplus at economically reasonable intervals in the form of a patronage refund, paid pro rata of their transactions with the cooperative, and/or a limited interest on the paid-up shares
- ask, when terminating their membership, that the paid-up shares be reimbursed at nominal value. Losses or devaluations may be deducted from this amount. The limitation to the nominal value is to prevent members from withdrawing for speculative reasons. As mentioned above, the reimbursement may be deferred in case it would otherwise endanger the viability of the cooperative. However, this deferment must not undermine the right to withdraw
- receive, in the case of liquidation, a share of the remaining sum, if any, unless these funds were declared indivisible by the bylaws/statutes and as required by strict cooperative principles (cf. 3rd ICA principle). In this case, the remaining monies must be credited to another cooperative, a vertical cooperative structure or to a charitable organization.

**3.8.4.4 Provisions relating to member employees**

The employer/employee relationship in cooperatives is a complex issue when the employees are members of the cooperative and, consequently, their own employers. These members might find contradictory interests in terms of working hours, salary, trade union rights etc. The problem presents itself at varying degrees of intensity in the different types of cooperatives:

- in service cooperatives, it is seldom that members are employees of their cooperative
- in consumer cooperatives, the employees are frequently members of their cooperative. However, the substance of the cooperative is not identical with that of the labour contract. To prevent the interests of member employees from dominating, the voting rights of these members must be
limited in cases relating to work conditions, or the general assembly must delegate its decision-making power in these matters to the board of directors. Besides, member employees will refrain from encroaching upon the interests of the employer since they are themselves their own employer.

- in producer cooperatives the conflict is obvious. Here, the substance of the labour contract is cooperatized. It is identical to the substance of the cooperative. With the exception of the rules on social protection, workplace and product safety, the labour law must not normally be applied to these relationships because the members freely consented to organize their work according to cooperative principles instead of seeking a work relation. Some legislations do see, however, the cooperative – a separate legal person – as the employer and the individual members as employees with an employment contract with the cooperative while, as members, they have a separate contract with it, concluded with the acceptance of the bylaws/statutes when becoming a member.

### 3.8.5 Organs and management

#### 3.8.5.1 Principle

The functioning of cooperatives, as opposed to that of companies, depends on the participation of the members who must be able to exert an effective influence on the affairs of the cooperative. Nevertheless, as a legal entity, the latter must be able to keep a certain independence. The law must therefore provide for the principle of democracy and the principle of economic efficiency to be applied simultaneously, i.e. it must cater for the two elements of the definition of cooperatives, the association element and the enterprise element. Therefore, the internal organization, the sharing of powers between the different organs, the elections to offices as well as all important decisions must reflect the will of all members, regardless of their financial contribution. Broadly speaking, matters relating to the associative character of the cooperative are to be dealt with by the general assembly, matters pertaining to the enterprise of the cooperative are to be dealt with by a board of directors, whereas the day-to-day running of the enterprise should be delegated by the board of directors to a (professional) manager who works under the supervision of the board of directors. This demarcation of powers is to

---
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avoid inefficiencies that arise where a non-informed membership retains too much of the management powers and it is to prevent a loss of cooperative identity where the membership loses its effective control because the management uses its information without properly consulting with the membership.

A clear power-sharing allows also to more easily establish civil liability and penal responsibility of those in charge of running the cooperative.

Every cooperative must at least have:

- a general assembly and
- a board of directors, which is sometimes also called “management committee”.

Although the formation of a cooperative does not require the existence of a control unit, it is advisable to at least provide for the possibility of its nomination and leave the decision to the members. Cooperatives which have such an independent organ, a “supervisory committee”, “supervisory commission” or “control commission”, which acts on behalf of the members as a mini general assembly so to speak, seem to function better than those without it because the members often lack the necessary qualifications to exercise an effective and continuous control over the board of directors and the management, if any. 19

This dual system does not replace internal control mechanisms of the board of directors, such as internal auditors, nor does it replace the obligatory external audit of the cooperative.

As for the optional post of manager, it is not an organ of the cooperative since its powers are delegated by the board of directors.

3.8.5.2 General assembly

Composition

The ordinary and the extraordinary general assembly, composed exclusively of the members of the cooperative, is the supreme decision taking body of the cooperative. Third parties who have invested in the enterprise may possibly participate in the general assemblies, but they should not have voting rights.

An ordinary general assembly must convene at least once a year; an extraordinary general assembly may take place at the request of the persons entitled to do so according to the law or the bylaws/statutes.

If the size of a cooperative in terms of territorial coverage or the number of members is such that the necessary quorum is difficult to attain or the proceedings of the general assembly become too cumbersome, or where in a multi-purpose cooperative diverse interests so require, regional assemblies and/or assemblies by sections may be formed. These decentralized assemblies elect their representatives to a delegates’ assembly which replaces the general assembly. The agenda of these meetings as well as the mode of deliberations and voting will be decided at central level so as to ensure the same standards throughout the cooperative. In order to reinforce communication between the different parts, members of the board of directors and of the supervisory committee, if any, should participate in the meetings of these decentralized assemblies.

These basic rules about the general assembly fit with the reality of most cooperatives. Generally, cooperatives are locally rooted, in the physical sense of the term. While this is a safeguard against quick shifts of their activities in search for comparative business advantages, one must not exclude the cooperatives from being run without a physical centre. New ways of communication and production neither require a stable physical production unit or an administrative centre, nor the physical presence of the members in order to hold a general assembly. Where this is required, the members may decide so in their bylaws/statutes. Otherwise, they should be free to discuss and vote via, for example, the internet. What matters is the democratic control by the members, not their physical presence at meetings, although this may still help to generate and regenerate the necessary reciprocal confidence.

Powers

As already mentioned, the dual character of cooperatives as associations and enterprises is indicative of the way in which powers must be shared amongst the general assembly and the board of directors. According to the definition of cooperatives, the members use the cooperative enterprise to attain certain economic, social or cultural objectives. The board of directors/management must have the necessary working margin which is indispensable for efficient management, whereas all decisions concerning the cooperative as an association must be taken by the general assembly.

Starting from this basic distinction, one may draw a list of exclusive powers of the general assembly. These powers may not be transferred to any other body or person, not even by a unanimous decision of all the members.

Among these powers the most prominent one is the right and obligation to adopt and to modify the bylaws/statutes within the limits of the law
and the universally recognized cooperative values and principles. This is why the bylaws/statutes are dealt with in a separate paragraph.

**Bylaws/statutes**

**Principle**

The general assembly, or the constitutive first meeting of the founder members, may stipulate on a matter through its bylaws/statutes where the law is silent, where the legislator leaves it a choice amongst several options, invites it to specify legal provisions or when the members decide to rewrite certain clauses of the law in order to make them easier to understand and/or more easily operational.

What has been said concerning model laws is, mutatis mutandis, equally valid for the bylaws/statutes. Although the adoption of model bylaws/statutes, recognized by the authorities, makes registration of organizations easier because of their supposed conformity with the law, their adoption should not be made compulsory.

**Contents of the bylaws**

**Minimum obligatory content of the bylaws**

The bylaws must deal with the following items:

- the name and the trade name of the cooperative, which may be freely chosen as long as there is no confusion possible with the name of another legal entity already registered and as long as the public is not left in doubt about the limited financial liability of the cooperative and the type of financial liability of the members

- the locality of the head office, if any, its postal address and, possibly, the conditions for its transfer to another locality

- the definition of the objectives of the cooperative, including the indication of whether the cooperative is a single-purpose or a multi-purpose cooperative

- the conditions and procedures for admission, resignation, exclusion and suspension of members as well as eligibility criteria of membership. These criteria must reflect the particular character of the cooperative in question, as also its being a primary, a secondary or a cooperative of an even higher level

- the value and minimum and maximum number of the shares to be subscribed by each member. The general assembly ensures that the economic means of the least affluent
members form the basis for the decision and that the share value is high enough to support the envisaged objectives of the cooperative and to incite the members to exercise their control rights

- the procedure and conditions for the subscription and payment of the shares. Shares may be contributed in cash, kind, labour, service or by leaving a part of the surplus, to which a member is entitled, with the cooperative

- the type of financial liability of the members for the debts of the cooperative

- the administration of the cooperative registers and the documents to be kept

- the conditions and procedures for convening and holding general assemblies (form of notice, fixing and notifying the agenda, election of the president of the session, preferably not a member of the board of directors, quorum and voting, etc.)

- the limited size of the board of directors, the conditions of eligibility to the various offices, the duration of the mandates and the reimbursement of their expenses and the expenditures of the manager, if any. The rights and obligations of officers, mode of decision taking

- the conditions and procedures for convening the board of directors and, if any, the supervisory committee (quorum, voting etc.)

- financing: capital formation, constitution of the legal reserve and of the statutory funds

- surplus distribution and contribution to cover losses

- the distribution of the capital in case of resignation, exclusion or liquidation

- definition of the financial year

- auditing (cooperative-specific financial, management and social audit and advice)

- conditions and procedures for voluntary dissolution

- dispute settlement procedures

- specification of any other legal matter and finally

- the procedure for modifying the bylaws/statutes.
Additional, non obligatory content of the bylaws

Without being compulsory, the bylaws may also include rules on:

- the duration of the cooperative
- its geographical area of activity
- its affiliation to one or several secondary or higher-level cooperative organizations
- the nomination of a supervisory committee
- the nature and volume of transactions possible with non-member users. A balance must be found between the efficiency and the autonomy of the cooperative. This may translate into a definition of a threshold (percentage of total turnover which the transactions with non-member users must not exceed). These transactions must be kept separately in the accounts of the cooperative
- the remuneration of office holders. While it is true that according to cooperative principles office holders should not be remunerated, it is also true that thus financially weaker members may not be able to afford to take office. Remuneration should not be paid as a function of the turnover or the profit/surplus of the cooperative
- the number of additional or supplementary shares per member and the conditions of their subscription and payment
- the acceptance of non-member investments and the rights attached thereto
- the formation of regional and/or assemblies by sections, their decision making, voting and number of delegates to represent the regional or sectional assemblies at the central level
- voting by proxy
- the establishment of education and other statutory funds
- the establishment of commissions/committees, their tasks, their term, the qualifications of their members and
- any other matter falling within the autonomy of cooperatives.
**Other powers**

In addition to drafting and modifying the bylaws/statutes the general assembly has the power to decide the following matters:

- keeping of minutes of its meetings
- distribution of powers between the different organs according to the above-mentioned principles, and the adoption for each of them of internal regulations
- election and dismissal of the members of the supervisory committee (if any) and the board of directors unless the latter is to be chosen by the supervisory committee. The more powers the board/management has, the easier it must be to remove it from office
- surplus distribution and loss coverage
- amalgamation, scission, conversion of the cooperative into another legal entity or dissolution of the cooperative
- decisions concerning the possible limitation of loans, deposits or investments
- nomination of auditors, the duration of their mandate and their remuneration
- examination of the auditor’s report as well as of the annual report (including the yearly activity plan)
- giving or refusing the final discharge of board members
- adoption of the annual budget
- final admission, expulsion or suspension of members
- education and training of members and employees
- extension of the duration of the cooperative
- the decision on whether the board of directors may appoint a professional manager, member or not of the cooperative
- the possible creation of sub-committees with specific tasks, and the duration of their mandate.

**Decision making**

**Quorum**

The mode of decision making must respect the principles of democracy and economic efficiency. Fixing a quorum, i.e. the minimum number of
members who must be present or represented for the general assembly to validly sit, deliberate and vote, constitutes a compromise between these two principles.

This quorum, most often expressed either in a percentage of the number of members at the time of convening the general assembly or in an absolute figure, or in a combination of the two, may vary according to the topic on the agenda of the general assembly.

Provision must be made for cases where the general assembly repeatedly fails to gather the required quorum. As a rule, a second meeting with the same agenda may decide regardless of the number of members present or represented.

**Voting**

The basic rule for primary cooperatives is ‘one member/one vote’. This also applies to members being legal persons. Exceptionally, (a limited number of) plural voting rights may be granted through the bylaws/statutes. The volume of transactions with the cooperative or other criteria might be used when allocating these rights. In no case, however, may plural voting rights be granted on the basis of the amount of capital invested by a member. The plural voting rights may not be exercised when taking decisions on important matters, as specified by the law. In no case must one single member be in a position to take decisions by virtue of the number of voting rights he is holding or representing.

In secondary and higher-level cooperative organizations, a system of plural voting rights may be applied without the above mentioned restrictions, but in line with democratic principles (cf. 2\textsuperscript{nd} ICA principle).

The law must regulate the criteria for granting voting rights to delegates, i.e. members elected by regional or sectional assemblies, if any, to the assembly of delegates.

The participation of non-member investors in the general assembly, should they have voting rights at all, must be regulated in such a way as to ensure that they cannot outweigh regular members. It must, however, be emphasized that voting by non-members constitutes a severe deviation from cooperative principles.

For the above-mentioned reasons, the voting rights of member employees will also have to be restricted to exclude them from voting on issues related to their employment.

If voting by proxy is to be allowed, the proxy must be a member of the cooperative and should not represent more than two or three members,
himself included. Voting by mail or via the internet might be a way to involve the greatest possible number of members in the decision making process, whenever the physical presence of the members is not necessary. At least important decisions should be taken by ballot in order to limit the influence of certain members, mainly the president of the assembly. Elections should always be held by ballot.

**Majorities**

Generally, decisions may be taken by simple majority if the required quorum of members is present or represented. Resolutions concerning the “association contract”, be it a modification of the bylaws/statutes or a decision on merging/amalgamating, dividing, dissolving, converting or on affiliating the cooperative with an apex organization, must be taken by a qualified majority, generally at least a two-thirds majority.

### 3.8.5.3 Board of directors

**Composition**

As the executive organ of the cooperative, the board of directors must function according to precise legal rules. The board members are not only the representatives of the current cooperative but they are also under the obligation to preserve its assets for the members to come.

**Provisions relating to the board of directors**

The law must contain rules on:

- the eligibility criteria and on the question whether or not all board members must be members of the cooperative. In cases where non-member investors sit on the board of directors, one must ensure that they are not able to take decisions on their own nor constitute a blocking minority
- incompatibilities, be they of an economic, personal, political or other nature; for example, incompatibilities between belonging to the supervisory committee, if any, and the board of directors of the current or that financial year which is subject to control by the supervisory committee, if any. Also, members of the same family (to be defined) must not sit on the supervisory committee and the board of directors of the current or that financial year which is subject to control by the supervisory committee
- the duration of the mandate and the possibility to be re-elected
- the quorum and the mode of voting
the qualifications of the members of the board of directors. These qualifications must be technical and personal. The board members may compensate a deficit in the first case by hiring a professional (non-member) manager, but nothing will replace a lack of confidence of the members in their representatives. Independently of whether the cooperative has a professional manager or not the board must be professional, i.e. the board members must have those qualifications which are necessary for their specific cooperative. One of the differences between cooperatives and capital-centered companies is that the responsible persons must be able to manage the capital of the cooperative, while at the same time provide services to the members, within the limits set by the bylaws/statutes and the decisions of the general assembly.

liability of the board members. This liability may be excluded where it relates to a decision of the board concerning which a board member expressed his dissenting opinion immediately after he knew about the decision. The liability may be stricter where the board or single board members receive a salary from the cooperative.

Powers

The list of powers/obligations of the board of directors covers, by default, all the matters which do not explicitly come under the authority of the general assembly. It includes the power/obligation to:

- represent the cooperative in all acts of civil life and to administer and manage the cooperative. This power is limited by the legal capacity of the cooperative and the decisions taken by the general assembly. Thus, the latter may for example fix a financial ceiling above which the board of directors cannot by itself commit the cooperative, or decide that certain decisions of the board of directors must be taken unanimously

- keep the registers and books of the cooperative and the minutes of its own meetings

- make certain that the accounts and the balance sheet are drawn up according to the rules in force, always keeping in mind the specific character of cooperatives

---
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verify that the audit is conducted regularly and within the prescribed time limits before discussing the conclusions with the supervisory committee, if any, and/or the general assembly

convene the ordinary and extraordinary general assemblies and prepare their agenda according to the bylaws/statutes

prepare the management report (including an activity plan for the following year) and the annual budget

admit, exclude or suspend, possibly provisionally, members

coop in the case of a vacancy new members unless this power is explicitly given to the general assembly

facilitate the exercise of the rights of the members and make certain that they assume their obligations

facilitate the work of the auditors

nominate, if necessary, a manager or director, member or not of the cooperative, and ensure that the manager or director carries out the assigned duties correctly. In practice, this employee must assume the management functions which are not explicitly reserved to be performed by the board. He may employ and direct the necessary number of personnel. Where the work of the board of directors requires making use of the professional knowledge or know-how of the manager, he may be integrated into the board of directors as a member

file, if necessary, an application for the opening of bankruptcy procedures

make certain that its functioning be transparent by adopting internal regulations, unless drawn up by the general assembly

assume several and joint responsibility/liability in case of wrongdoings and finally

take on any other right or obligation, assigned by the general assembly or contained in the bylaws/statutes.

3.8.5.4 Supervisory committee

Composition

Where the law provides for the possibility of nominating a supervisory committee and where the statutes/bylaws so stipulate, this supervisory
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committee carries out the control function in the interest of the members. Consequently, it is exclusively composed of members of the cooperative.

**Provisions relating to the supervisory committee**

Just as for the board of directors, the supervisory committee must be directed by a certain number of provisions, in particular on

- the eligibility criteria and the prohibition to sit at the same time on the board of directors of the current or a financial year which may be subject to control by the supervisory committee. The presence of several members of a family (to be defined) in one or several organs must be avoided

- the qualifications of the members of the supervisory committee. In order to be able to effectively control the board of directors and the management, if any, the members of the supervisory committee must have the necessary time and skills

- the duration of the mandate

- the quorum and the mode of voting

- the financial liability.

**Powers**

The supervisory committee’s principal task is to control the activities of the board of directors, of the management, if any, and those of any commission. In order to be able to carry out this task, it will have access to all information at all times. Since it is only answerable to the general assembly, it may only take orders from that organ.

Besides these broad rights it can have a number of particular ones. For example, should the board of directors fail to properly convene a general assembly, the supervisory committee could do so and it might elect the members of the board of directors in cases where they are not elected by the general assembly or in the case of a vacancy, if it is impossible for the general assembly to take a rapid decision, subject to confirmation by the latter.

**3.8.6 Capital formation, accounts, surplus distribution and loss coverage**

**3.8.6.1 Financial resources**

**Principle**

The autonomy of cooperatives will not become reality unless they have
the necessary economic independence and, in particular, financial independence.

The general withdrawal of public funds from the private sector and growing competition put cooperatives in a difficult situation in many a country. Today’s markets are global, dominated by capital, through which the main means of production, i.e. knowledge, is/will be accessed. Competitiveness presupposes a capital base that is difficult for most cooperatives to constitute, given the nature and the structure of their capital. The capital varies with the number of members. As a rule, cooperative members have only limited financial or other resources. As additional contributions do not increase their voting power, and as interest payments are limited, members are generally not inclined to invest more than their obligatory share.

The difficulties in raising a sufficient amount of capital are seen by many as the principal drawback of cooperatives. If governments want to avoid cooperatives being restricted to low productivity, easy to imitate activities, they must see to it that the inherent weak capital base of cooperatives be raised to a level where they may stand the harsh winds of national, regional, international and indeed global competition. Especially in industrialized countries, legislators have therefore opened the way to capital formation similar to that of stock companies, putting however the cooperative identity at risk.

The autonomy of cooperatives flows mainly from a system of carefully balanced internal and external financing, the latter for example through non-member business, non-patronizing member investments, non-member investments. The conflict between user and investor interests, which is to be avoided by the cooperative model, is likely to emerge through any such external financing mechanism.

**Internal financial resources**

**Member shares**

The member shares do not constitute a gainful investment. The paid-up shares constitute money which the members put at the disposal of their cooperative for the time of their membership in order for the cooperative to attain the jointly fixed objective/s.

Shares are nominative, indivisible, non-transferable (unless decided otherwise by the general assembly), not attachable and non-negotiable.

In primary cooperatives the amount of capital held by one member must be limited so that the principle of equality of the members in real terms is not endangered. When this balance becomes disturbed through the termination of a membership, the cooperative must redistribute the shares.
In order to rebalance the relationship between the overall economic situation and the nominal value of the shares, cooperatives should be allowed to re-evaluate their shares under strict supervision of the competent authorities.

**Additional member shares**

It may be advantageous to encourage members to subscribe to additional or supplementary shares. These may be conceived in such a way as to not entail an additional financial liability, as to grant the right to fixed interest payments, as to be reimbursable upon request, and/or as to grant a right of participation in the reserves upon withdrawal from membership where the reserves are otherwise indivisible.

**Further means to improve the internal financing**

To counterbalance the inherent financial weakness of cooperatives, the legislator might fix a limit below which the share capital must not fall, even if this means that a withdrawing member is not immediately reimbursed his share, or that the remaining members are obliged to contribute to the recapitalization by making supplementary payments. Such a system of separating the amount of share capital from the number of members brings cooperatives closer to the financial structure of capitalist enterprises.

On the contrary, the constitution of a reserve fund is a genuine cooperative way to at least partly overcome the inherent financial weakness. It must be obligatory. If indivisible, at least until liquidation, such a fund assures minimum stability and limits the risk of voluntary liquidation driven by speculation. The reserve fund cushions both against a lack of liquidity and against the loss of value of the obligatory shares. The reserve fund must not sit idle, but be used.

The legal reserve fund could be supplied by

- the transfer of a minimum percentage of the surplus gained on transactions with the members until the fund reaches at least an amount equivalent to the share capital. This use of the positive results is all the more interesting if the sums transferred to the reserve fund are not taxed, as opposed to that part of the surplus a member may receive, even when that part is transformed into a credit, a deposit or an additional funding by that member. This should at least apply as far as the reserve fund is indivisible
- the transfer of the total profit gained on transactions with non-member users.
- the transfer of the results of activities not related to the
objective of the cooperative, such as for example the sale of fixed assets.

Furthermore, the legislator should encourage the establishment through the bylaws/statutes of education, training or any other funds. The designated use of these funds should be made compulsory.

**External financial resources**

Debentures and negotiable subordinated bonds have been allowed by a number of legislations for quite some time already. Provided some rather technical precautions are taken and the amount of external investment does not create a factual dependence of the cooperative on that capital, these do not influence the members’ autonomy since no voting and/or participatory rights are attached to them.

Another way of attracting external financing is the issuance of transferable investment certificates for members and non-members, granting a right to participate in the distribution of the surplus and in the distribution of the assets in case of liquidation. Where these certificates do not grant any decision-making power or, in the case of members, any additional decision-making power, they might represent a still acceptable case of deviation from cooperative principles. Where, however, these certificates do grant voting rights, even to a limited extent only, the cooperative principle of identity is in danger.

When it comes to external financing, the distinctive features of cooperatives are easily at risk. Ideally, cooperative members are the sole investors and users (cooperative principle of identity). Non-user members and non-member users have been accepted as “deviations” from the identity principle. The admission of investment members and non-member investors is a further step away from this identity principle. Where, as some legislations provide for, cooperative shares may be traded at the stock exchange and members’ shares have a symbolic value only, capital holders become anonymous and the (capital) structure of the cooperatives may not be distinguished any more from that of stock companies. In addition to violating the identity principle, these developments put the cooperative principle of the promotion of the members at risk.

3.8.6.2 **Surplus distribution at the end of the financial year**

As already mentioned, it is important to distinguish between profit and surplus. By definition, cooperatives ought to calculate the prices for transactions with their members near costs. 21 In order to cover market
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related risks, a small profit margin must be included which will, however, be returned to the members at the end of the financial year, should the risk not have materialized, and should the balance sheet show a profit. This redistribution, in the form of patronage refunds, calculated pro rata of the transactions with the cooperative, thus constitutes a deferred price calculation/reduction. Therefore, instead of speaking of “profit” in this connection, one should speak of temporary surpluses. Where there is no profit, such “profit” may not be taxed.

The surplus will be distributed in the following manner:

- transfer to the legal reserve fund
- transfer to the statutory funds, if any
- interest payments on the paid-up shares and the investments, at a rate not higher than that paid by commercial banks for certain kinds of deposits
- patronage refunds to the members calculated pro rata of their transactions with the cooperative
- possibly premium payments to employees.

Any payment to members is conditional on their having fulfilled their obligations, especially the obligation to pay up their shares.

3.8.6.3 Reimbursement of capital

In the case of resignation/withdrawal or exclusion, the shares are reimbursed at their nominal value, in order to avoid membership motivated by speculation. Where the economic interests of the cooperative are seriously threatened by an immediate reimbursement or where it would lead to reducing a minimum capital requirement, it may (temporarily) be withheld.

As a rule, the same type of reimbursement of shares applies in the case of liquidation. The remaining liquidated assets are transferred to the cooperative movement, to a charity organization or, in the exceptional case where the legal reserve fund is divisible, they are distributed among the members according to the method used in distributing a surplus at the end of the financial year, whereby seniority of membership might be considered as an additional criterion.

3.8.6.4 Transactions with non-member users

Depending on its objectives and its situation, each cooperative must decide whether it wants to offer its services to non-members as well.

In cases where membership comes from a pre-existing group, for example savings and credit cooperatives founded within an enterprise or
a district, non-members of such groups might not be admitted as users.

If non-member business is admitted, it is important not to let it jeopardize the independence of the cooperative. As already mentioned, the volume of transactions with non-members must consequently be limited so as not to restrain the autonomy of cooperative members. This might be done by fixing a percentage of the total turnover, above which no transactions may be made with non-members.

For the purpose of taxation, distribution of the surplus and supplying the legal reserve fund, book keeping must distinguish between the transactions made with members and those made with non-members.

3.8.7 Audit

The implementation of a system of internal and external, timely and regular audit of the financial, management and social standing of the cooperatives by qualified and independent auditors, combined with advice on how to improve operations, is a condition sine qua non for the existence of any cooperative system.

As it becomes difficult to involve the members directly in the running of the cooperative enterprise, it becomes ever more important to provide for transparency of the management in order to preserve the democratic nature of the cooperatives. The establishment of a supervisory committee, as suggested above, and an extended audit are means employed to this end.

The establishment of an effective audit system, independent from the state and the cooperatives, whose services will be accessible by all cooperatives, should be made an obligation. An audit fund might be created to allow those cooperatives which need auditing most to be able to afford it.

The purpose of the audit is to check that everyone respects the rules of the game. It is a periodical control of whether the attribution of the legal person status continues to be justified. It helps to monitor the interests of third parties, managers and members. As such, it is a general tool for any kind of enterprise.

The specificity of cooperatives requires the auditor to make additional investigations to ensure that cooperatives comply with their task of promoting their members. Especially where economic developments require a management system of cooperatives that does not allow for direct participation of the membership, the audit must also include a control of whether the democratic rights of the members were respected.
The fact that the objectives of cooperators differ from the purely financial interests of company stockholders must especially be taken into account by the auditors who have to be trained accordingly.

The audit of a cooperative can thus not be made only on the basis of accountancy documents. The auditors have to verify whether the overall objectives, which the members set, were reached or at least furthered, and that the decisions of the management were taken in conformity thereto (management audit in order to establish a social balance alongside the financial or economic one). Scrutiny of the minutes of the meetings of the board of directors might give useful information. The members must be consulted and their opinion used in drawing up the final report. Generally speaking, the auditor must have access to all material, premises and persons able to inform him about the operations of the cooperative. The external auditor will also have access to the findings of the internal auditors.

The auditors should not limit their activity to that of an ex post control but they should also give advice on how to improve the management and administration of the cooperative.

Whereas internal audit is to be performed permanently, the frequency of the external audit might be decided on the basis of the turnover, the kind of activities, the size of the capital, the volume of non-member business or other criteria.

The internal audit will be carried out by a group of members. Their number, the duration of their mandate, the required qualifications, powers, duties and salary as well as their civil and penal responsibility must be determined by the general assembly. Internal auditors may not be or have been a member of a cooperative organ which is or may be subject to their control.

The external audit will be carried out by a higher-level cooperative organization or by private, preferably chartered, auditors. If the cooperative movement is not yet able to provide this service and if private services are not affordable, a public authority may temporarily audit cooperatives. In no case must an administrative unit in charge of the promotion or the registration of cooperatives audit cooperatives.

The auditor’s report is to be submitted to the board of directors and to the supervisory committee, if any, with a view to them explaining it to the general assembly. It must be made available for inspection by the members. The auditors must have the right to participate in the general assembly and, should the board of directors or the supervisory committee not have convened the general assembly, or not have (sufficiently) explained the contents of the auditor’s report, the auditors have the right to do so.
The conclusions drawn from the audit must be communicated to the competent authority.

3.8.8 Dissolution

3.8.8.1 Dissolution without liquidation: Amalgamation, scission and conversion

Principle

The autonomy of cooperatives permits them to dissolve without any restriction, provided the interests of third parties are preserved. Thus, creditors may object to the dissolution as long as they have not been satisfied.

The law must lay down the steps to be followed, from the quorum and the majority required for such a decision to the modifications to be entered into the public register.

According to the freedom of association principle, members opposing the dissolution must have the right to resign.

Amalgamation

There are two types of amalgamation:

(i) one or several cooperatives are absorbed by another one, something which is at times psychologically difficult for the members of the absorbed cooperatives, or

(ii) a new cooperative is born by merging two or more cooperatives. In this case, new bylaws/statutes will have to be adopted.

Often, expectations as to the economic effects (rationalization of management and administration, economies of scale, etc.) are not met because of identification problems related to the enlargement, which in turn entails demotivation and difficulties in decision-making, etc.

Before deciding to amalgamate the cooperatives should therefore consider integrating horizontally.

Scission

Only those cooperatives that have a divisible legal reserve fund may split. The others have to dissolve, after which the members may set up two or more new cooperatives. In the case of a scission, members, assets and debts have to be split.

Conversion

Only those cooperatives that have a divisible legal reserve fund may be converted into another form of business, within the limits of the
provisions relating to the new organization. In the case where the legal reserve fund is indivisible, the members have the possibility of dissolving their cooperative and constituting a new organization.

### 3.8.8.2 Dissolution with liquidation

In the case of dissolution with liquidation, too, the decision may freely be taken by the members. A special quorum and a qualified majority are, however, required due to the importance of the decision. Several legislations require that at least two consecutive general assemblies be held and decide on the question.

The dissolution may also be pronounced by an authority, ex officio at its own initiative or upon request by an interested person. Such a decision can in particular intervene when the general assembly has not pronounces its dissolution, despite the fact that

- the duration of the cooperative, laid down in the bylaws/statutes, has come to term
- the objective of the cooperative has been attained or is impossible to attain
- the conditions for registering the cooperative are no longer given, for example when the number of members remains below the required minimum during a specified period of time
- the cooperative has repeatedly violated laws, regulations and/or its own bylaws/statutes
- the cooperative is bankrupt, after having taken into consideration the possible obligation of the members to make supplementary payments. If there is no legislation concerning bankruptcy or if it turns out to be insufficient, it will be necessary to include provisions in the cooperative law
- the cooperative has not had any activity during a given period of time or
- there is any other reason, to be specified by law in order to avoid arbitrariness.

The liquidation procedure, from its official beginning, the nomination of the liquidators, the establishment of the opening and closing balances, the transactions with the creditors, the distribution of assets or the attribution of liabilities etc., to the publication of the deletion of the cooperative from the register, must be regulated.
The liquidation process should not be allowed to go on forever thus preventing the cooperative from being wound up finally and cancelled from the register.

3.8.9 Simplified cooperative structures

As already mentioned, even though the experiences with pre-cooperatives can be criticized, this does not mean that the provision for a less complex form of organization than cooperatives is not necessary. The French groupement d’intérêt économique (GIE) and the Cameroonian common initiative groups may serve as models. XI

Unlike with pre-cooperatives, it is not a question of granting a temporary status to organizations which should eventually become cooperatives, but to recognize the diversity of needs and organizational capacities. The state might, in a simplified procedure, recognize such groups, taking into account their reduced size, turnover, share capital, degree of interrelatedness with third parties etc., which might require less strict rules on accountancy, audit and internal administration (number of organs, number of members of the organs, documents to be kept etc.). 22

3.8.10 Horizontal and vertical integration

The freedom of association includes the right of cooperatives to unite horizontally and to form apex organizations, i.e. unions, federations and/or confederations.

Joining forces horizontally is to avoid concentration and a way to preserve the independence of the individual cooperatives whilst creating the advantages of economies of scale.

As for vertical integration, the number of tiers should be decided by the cooperatives, keeping in mind the cost/benefit relation of the structures. The state should refrain from any intervention, except monitoring these organizations’ compliance with their obligation to support and represent their members. Especially, cooperatives should not be forced to integrate on the lines of administrative subdivisions or on the lines of activities if they freely choose otherwise.

Consequently the cooperative law must define the legal form of the different levels of this cooperative pyramid and specify the activities which each level should exercise. The rights and obligations of the higher-level cooperative organizations include

- representation of the members at national, regional and

22 cf. chapter 3.1
international level

- promotion, education and training
- advice, financial, insurance and economic services (marketing, supplies, exports, imports, etc.)
- development of inter-cooperative relations
- research and development
- arbitration
- control and audit, and finally
- dissemination of the cooperative law.

The very idea of the vertical structures defines also their functions as being subsidiary to those of their members, i.e. the activities of the higher-level cooperatives should complement those of their affiliates.

In order to establish a system of partnership between the state and cooperatives, in full respect of the freedom of association, the state should promote an independent and competent cooperative movement.

### 3.8.11 Dispute settlement

Disputes within the cooperative movement, i.e. disputes involving exclusively members, the organs of the cooperatives, the cooperatives themselves or their apex organizations, should be subject to reconciliation, mediation and/or general or special arbitration procedures before the parties may access a general or a special court of law.

Because of the importance of good personal relations for the success of cooperatives, most legislations therefore provide for the obligation to resort to such out-of-court procedures before submitting a dispute to a court of law. This is stipulated either by law or through the bylaws/statutes of the cooperatives.

Generally, the parties prefer these procedures to official ones because they are cheaper, more expedient and also because they allow for the consideration of local human and social issues. Especially because of the latter, the legislator should recognize such procedures and attempt to preserve traditional modes of dispute settlement.

The rule of law out-rules any obligation to submit disputes to government authorities for final solution.

In no case may access to court as a last remedy be prohibited.
3.8.12 Miscellaneous

3.8.12.1 Government decrees of application

The statutory powers of the government must be limited to setting rules for the application of the law only. Each section of the government decree should state that clause of the law on which it is based.

3.8.12.2 Sanctions

The cooperative law must establish a list of acts liable to penal sanctions, indicating the articles of the penal code.

This should prevent cooperatives from taking on the role of a judge, a duty which is not within their competence. Their own sanctions are those foreseen by the bylaws/statutes and by individual contracts. The daily functioning of cooperatives is guaranteed by the possibility of dismissing the members of the board of directors and of the supervisory committee and by applying sanctions to those who do not fulfil their obligations.

3.8.12.3 Repeals, transition, applicable law in case of lacunae

3.9 Legislative procedure

Since the very idea of cooperation is based on participation, it is suggested that a participatory approach to cooperative law making be adopted. This method constitutes the organic link between the generation, dissemination and implementation of the law. The right to participate in the definition and design of law, the right to share ideas of justice to create legal structures, and the right to use law to change law is an undeniable human right. \(^{23}\) This participatory approach must, however, be embedded in the procedures laid down in the respective national constitution in order to ensure that the text fits into the legal system and is respected by non-cooperators as well.

After having been suggested for some time, \(^{24}\) participatory law making is now being practised. The procedures followed in Cameroon in 1992, in the Indian State of Punjab in the 1990s and in Canada during the same period stand out as examples. Several countries (e.g. Belgium, Burkina Faso, France, Hungary, Mali and Namibia) have even institutionalized this participatory approach by establishing a national council for cooperatives or a similar organization.

---

\(^{23}\) cf. Paul/Dias, op.cit.

\(^{24}\) Münkner, Participative Law-making ..., op.cit.
The difference between legislating for member-based entities, like cooperatives, and that for other entities must also be considered in the legal procedure.

This procedure also requires to identify the real law makers in today’s world and to take into account the functional notion of law. The term “law” includes all legal norms (acts of parliament, government regulations) judicial and administrative praxes and the praxes of the cooperators as they bear on the operational environment of cooperatives.

Special attention must be paid to an adequate relationship between the law and government instruments. Not only do these instruments tend to be too detailed, thus exceeding their function to make the law operational, but they are also being used to circumvent the rigidities of the law in a situation which requires flexibility and quick adjustment to the necessities of development. Together, the law and the decree of application must leave the necessary space for the cooperatives to be able to express their autonomy through their bylaws/statutes.

3.10 Dissemination of the cooperative law

The cooperative law, by and of itself, does not change anything. Besides the many other conditions to be fulfilled in order for an effective and efficient cooperative movement to emerge and/or to thrive, the law must be applied. In order to be applied the law must be understood.

Knowing that in a good many countries the official language and, a fortiori, the legal vocabulary are not mastered by the addressees of the law, who are often even illiterate, and knowing that the difficulties related to the implementation of the law are not limited to language issues, one understands that maximum attention must be focused on the dissemination of the cooperative law. This task rests as much with the state as with the cooperative movement.

Some countries have started to develop laypersons’ guides in the main vernacular languages and to organize nationwide popularization campaigns. In a similar move, cooperative apex organizations of most industrialized countries have produced guides to or commented versions of the legislation, and the internet is increasingly being used to popularize and explain the legal provisions.

3.11 Implementation of the law

The successful implementation of the law depends mainly on an adequate institutional back-up, like efficient registration, audit and promotional services with qualified manpower. Where these requirements are not given and cannot be created within a reasonable time frame, the legislation might be premature.
Just like any other law reform, especially in the field of economic law, the reform of cooperative legislations has become a field of international cooperation. Governments feel more and more bound by the public international cooperative law and the locus of legislation is shifting from national parliaments to supranational and international mechanisms, which leads to the harmonization of cooperative laws at regional levels and even worldwide.

As a rule, international cooperation in the field of legislation favours the transfer of Western legal know-how which has been on numerous occasions of little use outside its own cultural context. It is somehow paradoxical that at the very moment when lawyers start to take an active role in the process of development and when appeals for respect for cultural diversity multiply, the confusion between the concepts of Law and laws \(^\text{25}\) reaches a climax.

On the other hand there are numerous obstacles on the way that could lead to the adoption of cooperative laws which are better adapted to their cultural context. In order to surmount these problems one must start to

- redefine the role of lawyers in development cooperation by rejecting the widespread conception according to which law is a technique without technology
- reject the idea of Western law being universal. Its merits, as well as those of the other laws, must be uncovered by using available comparative legal methods
- formulate and apply a theory of the Human Right to Development
- recognize each country as the agent of its own development and thus cease to treat countries as objects of development
- universalize the process of public international law making
- cease to consider cooperative law as a means of development aid and,
- search for ways of resolving the conflict between different legal systems within and between states.

\(^{25}\) as for this distinction cf. as early as Montesquieu
The search for a cooperative law which better reflects the cultural particularities of a given country is a challenge that the international community must accept. It is a delicate task because it could be conceived as going against the present globalization of economies, and it could bear the risk of disintegrating the cooperative movements by giving away too much of their common features. But, as suggested throughout the text, the choice is not between a unitary system and cultural diversity. The choice is cultural diversity in human unity.
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1995 International Co-operative Alliance
Statement on the cooperative identity
Statement on the Co-operative Identity

Definition
A co-operative is an autonomous association of persons united voluntarily to meet their common economic, social, and cultural needs and aspirations through a jointly-owned and democratically-controlled enterprise.

Values
Co-operatives are based on the values of self-help, self-responsibility, democracy, equality, equity and solidarity. In the tradition of their founders, co-operative members believe in the ethical values of honesty, openness, social responsibility and caring for others.

Principles
The co-operative principles are guidelines by which co-operatives put their values into practice.

1st Principle: Voluntary and Open Membership
Co-operatives are voluntary organisations, open to all persons able to use their services and willing to accept the responsibilities of membership, without gender, social, racial, political or religious discrimination.

2nd Principle: Democratic Member Control
Co-operatives are democratic organisations controlled by their members, who actively participate in setting their policies and making decisions. Men and women serving as elected representatives are accountable to the membership. In primary co-operatives members have equal voting rights (one member, one vote) and co-operatives at other levels are also organised in a democratic manner.

3rd Principle: Member Economic Participation
Members contribute equitably to, and democratically control, the capital of their co-operative. At least part of that capital is usually the common property of the co-operative. Members usually receive limited compensation, if any, on capital subscribed as a condition of membership. Members allocate surpluses for any or all of the following purposes: developing their co-operative, possibly by setting up reserves, part of which at least would be indivisible; benefiting members in proportion to their transactions with the co-operative; and supporting other activities approved by the membership.

4th Principle: Autonomy and Independence
Co-operatives are autonomous, self-help organisations controlled by their members. If they enter to agreements with other organisations, including governments, or raise capital from external sources, they do so on terms that ensure democratic control by their members and maintain their co-operative autonomy.
5th Principle: Education, Training and Information
Co-operatives provide education and training for their members, elected representatives, managers, and employees so they can contribute effectively to the development of their co-operatives. They inform the general public - particularly young people and opinion leaders - about the nature and benefits of co-operation.

6th Principle: Co-operation among Co-operatives
Co-operatives serve their members most effectively and strengthen the co-operative movement by working together through local, national, regional and international structures.

7th Principle: Concern for Community
Co-operatives work for the sustainable development of their communities through policies approved by their members.

Adopted in Manchester (UK), 23 September 1995
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2001 UN Guidelines
aimed at creating a supportive environment
for the development of cooperatives
Annex
Draft guidelines aimed at creating a supportive environment for the development of cooperatives

Objectives
1. Within the General Assembly and the Economic and Social Council, and at major recent international conferences, Governments have acknowledged the significance of cooperatives as associations and enterprises through which citizens can effectively improve their lives while contributing to the economic, social, cultural and political advancement of their community and nation. They have recognized the cooperative movement as a distinct and major stakeholder in both national and international affairs.

2. Governments recognize that the cooperative movement is highly democratic, locally autonomous but internationally integrated, and a form of organization of associations and enterprises whereby citizens themselves rely on self-help and their own responsibility to meet goals that include not only economic but social and environmental objectives, such as overcoming poverty, securing productive employment and encouraging social integration.

3. Consequently, Governments seek to create an environment in which cooperatives can participate on an equal footing with other forms of enterprise and develop an effective partnership to achieve their respective goals. Policies should protect and advance the potential of cooperatives to help members achieve their individual goals and, by so doing, to contribute to society's broader aspirations.

4. However, such policies can be effective only if they take into account the special character of cooperatives and the cooperative movement, which differs significantly from that of associations and enterprises that are not organized according to cooperative values and principles.

5. The objective of the present guidelines is to provide advice to Governments and set out broad principles on which national cooperative policy might best be based, recognizing that more specific and detailed national policies fall within the responsibility of each Government. Because of the governmental expectations regarding the cooperative movement and the rapidly changing global conditions and changes in the cooperative movement itself, many policies in most of the Member States of the United Nations might benefit from review, and in some cases from substantial revision.

6. Policy regarding cooperatives and the cooperative movement

6. The objective of the policy is to enable recognition of cooperatives as legal entities and to assure them and all organizations and institutions set up by the cooperative movement real equality with other associations and entities. In order to ensure equality, the special values and principles of cooperatives must receive full recognition as being desirable and beneficial to society and that appropriate measures are taken to ensure that their special qualities and practices are not the cause of discrimination and disadvantage of any kind.

7. To achieve this objective, Governments are concerned with creating, and with maintaining as conditions change, an enabling environment for cooperative development. As part of such an environment, an effective partnership between Governments and the cooperative movement could be sought.

Public recognition

8. It is appropriate and useful for Governments to acknowledge publicly the special contribution, in both quantitative and qualitative terms, made by the cooperative movement to the national economy and society. The joint observance of the observance of the International Day of Cooperatives and the International Cooperative Day organized by the International Cooperative Alliance, pursuant to General Assembly resolutions 47/90, 49/155 and 51/58, may provide an occasion on which information on the cooperative movement is publicly disseminated.

Legal, judicial and administrative provisions

9. Appropriate provision is necessary within legal, judicial and administrative practice if cooperatives are
to contribute positively to improving the lives of their members and the communities in which they operate. Legal provisions may take various forms appropriate to individual national legal systems. The status, rights and responsibilities of cooperatives, the cooperative movement in general, and, if appropriate special categories of cooperatives or distinct aspects of cooperation should be addressed.

10. National constitutions: The legitimacy of cooperatives and the cooperative movement could be acknowledged in these instruments, if appropriate. Provisions that limit the establishment and operations of cooperatives should be appropriately amended.

11. General law on cooperatives or the general section of a single law on cooperatives: A general law on cooperatives or laws specific to cooperatives or under which cooperatives fall should ensure that cooperatives enjoy real equality with other types of associations and enterprises and not be discriminated against because of their special character. Laws should include the following basic set of acknowledgements, definitions and provisions: acknowledgement that the organization of associations and enterprises on the basis of cooperative values and principles is legitimate; acknowledgement of the utility of the cooperative approach to association and enterprise, its contribution to national life and the status of the cooperative movement as a significant stakeholder within society; definition of cooperatives, using the “Statement on the cooperative identity”, adopted by the International Cooperative Alliance in 1995; recognition of the unique nature of the values and principles of cooperation, and hence the need for their separate and distinct treatment in law and practice; commitment that neither their unique nature nor their separate and distinct treatment in law and practice should be the cause of discrimination, intended or not; undertaking that no law or practice should restrict the rights of citizens to full participation in the cooperative movement in any capacity consistent with its values and principles and should not restrict the operation of that movement; provision that a general law apply to all categories of cooperatives but that, in order to respond to the situation of certain categories of cooperatives, special laws might be enacted, consistent with the general law; stipulation that all judicial and administrative regulations and practices be based only on the general or special laws on cooperatives; that all regulations clearly identify the provision of the law on which they are based and the purpose for which they are made; recognition of the full autonomy and capacity for self-regulation of the cooperative movement; acknowledgement that intervention by Governments in the internal affairs of the movement should be strictly limited to measures applied generally to all associations and enterprises equally in order to ensure their conformity with the law. Adjustments may be made only to ensure: real equality in treatment; definition of the responsibilities of the cooperative movement for self-regulation in all matters distinctive to it; provision that the texts of laws and regulations be made available to all cooperative members and employees; provision that representatives of the cooperative movement participate fully in drafting special laws or judicial or administrative regulations and guidelines concerning practice; provision for the maintenance of a public register of cooperatives as a part of procedures for registration of all associations and enterprises; provision for procedures for continuous monitoring and regular review of law and practice which would include the full and equal participation of representatives of the cooperative movement and for encouragement of research on the effect of law and practice on the environment for cooperatives; establishment of the responsibility of Governments to formulate and carry out a policy in respect to cooperatives that would seek to establish a supportive and enabling environment while avoiding any infringement of the autonomy of the movement and any diminution of its capacity for responsible self-regulation and would seek also to engage in an effective and equal partnership with the movement in all matters where it is able to contribute significantly to the formulation and carrying out of public policy; recognition of the value of governmental support for the international cooperative movement, including through intergovernmental activities; and definition of the responsibilities of the cooperative movement as a major stakeholder in society, to the extent these responsibilities are consistent with its full autonomy.

12. Special laws on certain categories of cooperatives: Consistent with the basic provisions of general cooperative legislation, and recognizing the distinctive nature of the business of some cooperatives, it may be appropriate to make special provisions in law for certain types of categories of cooperatives to safeguard their ability to enjoy real equality with other types of associations and enterprises and not be discriminated against because of their special character.
13. Judicial and administrative practice concerned explicitly with cooperatives: These must be consistent with the general law on cooperatives and, specifically, with its provisions concerning such practice.

14. Other laws and practices that may have an effect on cooperatives: Governments should seek to exclude or eliminate provisions of any law that discriminate against, or are specifically prejudicial to, cooperatives. Governments should create an environment that enables cooperatives to identify and communicate cases needing revision.

15. Monitoring, review and revision of laws and judicial and administrative practices: This is necessary to ensure that the impact of laws and judicial and administrative practices on the cooperative movement is entirely positive. If identified, discriminatory provisions should be rendered inoperative as quickly as possible pending enactment of revised laws or the issuance of revised regulations and guidelines concerning practice. This process should have as its purpose the early and complete disengagement by Governments from the internal affairs of cooperatives and the cooperative movement, where this still exists, and full operational realization of the principles that cooperatives, although different, are equal to other business enterprises and civil associations.

16. For these purposes, formal procedures for consultation and collaboration should be set up and should include regular and full participation by the cooperative movement. Advantage may be taken also of the special programmes and guidelines offered by specialized international cooperative organizations and intergovernmental organizations.

Research, statistics and information

17. Research: Given the significance of the cooperative movement, it may be appropriate to envisage collaboration between governmental and cooperative movement research on matters relevant to public policy; publication and wide diffusion of research results, including those produced by the international cooperative movement, intergovernmental organizations and the United Nations. Emphasis should be on applied research of immediate utility in improving the efficiency of cooperatives, extending benefits to society and improving partnerships between the cooperative movement and Governments.

18. Statistics: Several measures may be undertaken to improve statistics for and about cooperatives in view of integrating statistics on cooperatives in regular programmes of the national statistical service and participate in international efforts to improve cooperative statistics, including the establishment of a uniform set of definitions for use by national statistical services.

19. Information: Given that Governments regulate and broadly influence information diffusion, a number of measures may be useful in expanding knowledge of the cooperative movement and overcoming prejudices and misconceptions: extension of technical and financial assistance to an extent equal to that made available to other stakeholders; ensuring that no discrimination exists because of the distinctive nature of cooperatives; equal and non-discriminatory access by the cooperative movement to all public media commensurate with its contribution to national life; use of affirmative action to overcome prejudice and misinformation where the term cooperative is associated with a previous and inappropriate usage; diffusion through public media of material on intergovernmental activities undertaken in partnership with or in support of cooperatives; dissemination of printed and computer-based information prepared by governmental or intergovernmental bodies with the same priority and resources as allocated to information on other stakeholders.

Education

20. Given the important contributions of the cooperative movement to education, a number of enabling measures might be useful including the provision of public funds if they are made available to other forms of enterprise for educational programmes. Governments may also consider the inclusion within the national curricula at all levels of the study of the values principles, history, current and potential contribution of the cooperative movement to national society; and encouragement and support of specialized studies in cooperatives at the tertiary level.

Provision of public funds

21. Financial self-reliance, total responsibility and full independence are vital for an effective cooperative enterprise. The best policy approach is one where cooperatives receive the same treatment as any other form of enterprise. A number of other measures are
valuable: acknowledgement and protection of the special character of cooperatives and avoidance in law or practice of any discrimination arising from the special financial status, organization and management of cooperatives; avoidance of any direct or indirect engagement in the internal financial affairs of cooperatives or of the cooperative movement and recognition of the full responsibility of the movement for its own financial affairs; and the development of partnerships with cooperative financial institutions in such matters as community and regional development, drawing on their experience of mobilizing and managing capital in a manner and for purposes conducive to the public good.

Institutional arrangements for collaboration and partnership

22. All Government departments and bodies that have contact with the cooperative movement should be aware of, and act consistently with, national policy on cooperatives. In order to ensure consistency, certain coordinating functions within government, as well as liaison with the cooperative movement, will be useful.

23. It is advisable that a single department or office assume central coordinating, focal and liaison functions, of which the following might be most important: elaboration of a single national comprehensive policy in respect of cooperatives, formulation of guidelines for consistent execution throughout government, including monitoring and review of that execution; collaboration with legal departments in drafting the general and any special laws; and liaison, consultation and collaboration with the cooperative movement.

24. The most effective organizational location for the responsible entity would be within a department already charged with broad strategic and coordinating functions, such as the office of a prime minister or president, or that responsible for economic management of development planning.

25. An institutional arrangement which enables regular consultation and effective collaboration between Governments and the cooperative movement would be valuable.

26. Liaison between intergovernmental programmes and the international cooperative movement should be supported.
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RECOMMENDATION CONCERNING
THE PROMOTION OF COOPERATIVES

The General Conference of the International Labour Organization,

Having been convened at Geneva by the Governing Body of the International Labour Office, and having met in its 90th Session on 3 June 2002, and

Recognizing the importance of cooperatives in job creation, mobilizing resources, generating investment and their contribution to the economy, and

Recognizing that cooperatives in their various forms promote the fullest participation in the economic and social development of all people, and

Recognizing that globalization has created new and different pressures, problems, challenges and opportunities for cooperatives, and that stronger forms of human solidarity at national and international levels are required to facilitate a more equitable distribution of the benefits of globalization, and

Noting the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, adopted by the International Labour Conference at its 86th Session (1998), and


Recalling the principle embodied in the Declaration of Philadelphia that "labour is not a commodity", and

Recalling that the realization of decent work for workers everywhere is a primary objective of the International Labour Organization, and

Having decided upon the adoption of certain proposals with regard to the promotion of cooperatives, which is the fourth item on the agenda of the session, and

Having determined that these proposals shall take the form of a Recommendation;
adopts this twentieth day of June of the year two thousand and two the following Recommendation, which may be cited as the Promotion of Cooperatives Recommendation, 2002.

I. SCOPE, DEFINITION AND OBJECTIVES

1. It is recognized that cooperatives operate in all sectors of the economy. This Recommendation applies to all types and forms of cooperatives.

2. For the purposes of this Recommendation, the term "cooperative" means an autonomous association of persons united voluntarily to meet their common economic, social and cultural needs and aspirations through a jointly owned and democratically controlled enterprise.

3. The promotion and strengthening of the identity of cooperatives should be encouraged on the basis of:

(a) cooperative values of self-help, self-responsibility, democracy, equality, equity and solidarity; as well as ethical values of honesty, openness, social responsibility and caring for others; and

(b) cooperative principles as developed by the international cooperative movement and as referred to in the Annex hereto. These principles are: voluntary and open membership; democratic member control; member economic participation; autonomy and independence; education, training and information; cooperation among cooperatives; and concern for community.

4. Measures should be adopted to promote the potential of cooperatives in all countries, irrespective of their level of development, in order to assist them and their membership to:

(a) create and develop income-generating activities and sustainable decent employment;

(b) develop human resource capacities and knowledge of the values, advantages and benefits of the cooperative movement through education and training;

(c) develop their business potential, including entrepreneurial and managerial capacities;

(d) strengthen their competitiveness as well as gain access to markets and to institutional finance;

(e) increase savings and investment;

(f) improve social and economic well-being, taking into account the need to eliminate all forms of discrimination;

(g) contribute to sustainable human development; and

(h) establish and expand a viable and dynamic distinctive sector of the economy, which includes cooperatives, that responds to the social and economic needs of the community.
5. The adoption of special measures should be encouraged to enable cooperatives, as enterprises and organizations inspired by solidarity, to respond to their members' needs and the needs of society, including those of disadvantaged groups in order to achieve their social inclusion.

II. POLICY FRAMEWORK AND ROLE OF GOVERNMENTS

6. A balanced society necessitates the existence of strong public and private sectors, as well as a strong cooperative, mutual and the other social and non-governmental sector. It is in this context that Governments should provide a supportive policy and legal framework consistent with the nature and function of cooperatives and guided by the cooperative values and principles set out in Paragraph 3, which would:

(a) establish an institutional framework with the purpose of allowing for the registration of cooperatives in as rapid, simple, affordable and efficient a manner as possible;

(b) promote policies aimed at allowing the creation of appropriate reserves, part of which at least could be indivisible, and solidarity funds within cooperatives;

(c) provide for the adoption of measures for the oversight of cooperatives, on terms appropriate to their nature and functions, which respect their autonomy, and are in accordance with national law and practice, and which are no less favourable than those applicable to other forms of enterprise and social organization;

(d) facilitate the membership of cooperatives in cooperative structures responding to the needs of cooperative members; and

(e) encourage the development of cooperatives as autonomous and self-managed enterprises, particularly in areas where cooperatives have an important role to play or provide services that are not otherwise provided.

7. (1) The promotion of cooperatives guided by the values and principles set out in Paragraph 3 should be considered as one of the pillars of national and international economic and social development.

(2) Cooperatives should be treated in accordance with national law and practice and on terms no less favourable than those accorded to other forms of enterprise and social organization. Governments should introduce support measures, where appropriate, for the activities of cooperatives that meet specific social and public policy outcomes, such as employment promotion or the development of activities benefiting disadvantaged groups or regions. Such measures could include, among others and in so far as possible, tax benefits, loans, grants, access to public works programmes, and special procurement provisions.

(3) Special consideration should be given to increasing women's participation in the cooperative movement at all levels, particularly at management and leadership levels.

8. (1) National policies should notably:

(a) promote the ILO fundamental labour standards and the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, for all workers in cooperatives without
distinction whatsoever;
(b) ensure that cooperatives are not set up for, or used for, non-compliance with labour law or used to establish disguised employment relationships, and combat pseudo cooperatives violating workers' rights, by ensuring that labour legislation is applied in all enterprises;
(c) promote gender equality in cooperatives and in their work;
(d) promote measures to ensure that best labour practices are followed in cooperatives, including access to relevant information;
(e) develop the technical and vocational skills, entrepreneurial and managerial abilities, knowledge of business potential, and general economic and social policy skills, of members, workers and managers, and improve their access to information and communication technologies;
(f) promote education and training in cooperative principles and practices, at all appropriate levels of the national education and training systems, and in the wider society;
(g) promote the adoption of measures that provide for safety and health in the workplace;
(h) provide for training and other forms of assistance to improve the level of productivity and competitiveness of cooperatives and the quality of goods and services they produce;
(i) facilitate access of cooperatives to credit;
(j) facilitate access of cooperatives to markets;
(k) promote the dissemination of information on cooperatives; and
(l) seek to improve national statistics on cooperatives with a view to the formulation and implementation of development policies.
(2) Such policies should:
(a) decentralize to the regional and local levels, where appropriate, the formulation and implementation of policies and regulations regarding cooperatives;
(b) define legal obligations of cooperatives in areas such as registration, financial and social audits, and the obtaining of licences; and
(c) promote best practice on corporate governance in cooperatives.
9. Governments should promote the important role of cooperatives in transforming what are often marginal survival activities (sometimes referred to as the "informal economy") into legally protected work, fully integrated into mainstream economic life.
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF PUBLIC POLICIES FOR THE PROMOTION OF COOPERATIVES

10. (1) Member States should adopt specific legislation and regulations on cooperatives, which are guided by the cooperative values and principles set out in Paragraph 3, and revise such legislation and regulations when appropriate.

(2) Governments should consult cooperative organizations, as well as the employers' and workers' organizations concerned, in the formulation and revision of legislation, policies and regulations applicable to cooperatives.

11. (1) Governments should facilitate access of cooperatives to support services in order to strengthen them, their business viability and their capacity to create employment and income.

(2) These services should include, wherever possible:

(a) human resource development programmes;
(b) research and management consultancy services;
(c) access to finance and investment;
(d) accountancy and audit services;
(e) management information services;
(f) information and public relations services;
(g) consultancy services on technology and innovation;
(h) legal and taxation services;
(i) support services for marketing; and
(j) other support services where appropriate.

(3) Governments should facilitate the establishment of these support services. Cooperatives and their organizations should be encouraged to participate in the organization and management of these services and, wherever feasible and appropriate, to finance them.

(4) Governments should recognize the role of cooperatives and their organizations by developing appropriate instruments aimed at creating and strengthening cooperatives at national and local levels.

12. Governments should, where appropriate, adopt measures to facilitate the access of cooperatives to investment finance and credit. Such measures should notably:

(a) allow loans and other financial facilities to be offered;
(b) simplify administrative procedures, remedy any inadequate level of cooperative assets, and reduce the cost of loan transactions;
(c) facilitate an autonomous system of finance for cooperatives, including savings and credit, banking and insurance cooperatives; and
(d) include special provisions for disadvantaged groups.

13. For the promotion of the cooperative movement, governments should encourage conditions favouring the development of technical, commercial and financial linkages among all forms of cooperatives so as to facilitate an exchange of experience and the sharing of risks and benefits.

IV. ROLE OF EMPLOYERS' AND WORKERS' ORGANIZATIONS AND COOPERATIVE ORGANIZATIONS, AND RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THEM

14. Employers' and workers' organizations, recognizing the significance of cooperatives for the attainment of sustainable development goals, should seek, together with cooperative organizations, ways and means of cooperative promotion.

15. Employers' organizations should consider, where appropriate, the extension of membership to cooperatives wishing to join them and provide appropriate support services on the same terms and conditions applying to other members.

16. Workers' organizations should be encouraged to:

(a) advise and assist workers in cooperatives to join workers' organizations;

(b) assist their members to establish cooperatives, including with the aim of facilitating access to basic goods and services;

(c) participate in committees and working groups at the local, national and international levels that consider economic and social issues having an impact on cooperatives;

(d) assist and participate in the setting up of new cooperatives with a view to the creation or maintenance of employment, including in cases of proposed closures of enterprises;

(e) assist and participate in programmes for cooperatives aimed at improving their productivity;

(f) promote equality of opportunity in cooperatives;

(g) promote the exercise of the rights of worker-members of cooperatives; and

(h) undertake any other activities for the promotion of cooperatives, including education and training.

17. Cooperatives and organizations representing them should be encouraged to:

(a) establish an active relationship with employers' and workers' organizations and concerned governmental and non-governmental agencies with a view to creating a favourable climate for the development of cooperatives;

(b) manage their own support services and contribute to their financing;

(c) provide commercial and financial services to affiliated cooperatives;

(d) invest in, and further, human resource development of their members, workers
and managers;
(e) further the development of and affiliation with national and international cooperative organizations;
(f) represent the national cooperative movement at the international level;
and
(g) undertake any other activities for the promotion of cooperatives.

V. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

18. International cooperation should be facilitated through:
(a) exchanging information on policies and programmes that have proved to be effective in employment creation and income generation for members of cooperatives;
(b) encouraging and promoting relationships between national and international bodies and institutions involved in the development of cooperatives in order to permit:
(i) the exchange of personnel and ideas, of educational and training materials, methodologies and reference materials;
(ii) the compilation and utilization of research material and other data on cooperatives and their development;
(iii) the establishment of alliances and international partnerships between cooperatives;
(iv) the promotion and protection of cooperative values and principles; and
(v) the establishment of commercial relations between cooperatives;
(c) access of cooperatives to national and international data, such as market information, legislation, training methods and techniques, technology and product standards; and
(d) developing, where it is warranted and possible, and in consultation with cooperatives, employers' and workers' organizations concerned, common regional and international guidelines and legislation to support cooperatives.

VI. FINAL PROVISION

19. The present Recommendation revises and replaces the Co-operatives (Developing Countries) Recommendation, 1966.
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II (p.iii)…COPAC is an inter-agency committee whose members include the Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO), ICA, the International Federation of Agricultural Producers (IFAP), ILO, and the UN

III (p.vii)…The 1996 ILO working paper, on which the Guidelines are based, has been widely distributed and discussed. Apart from numerous valuable comments on the occasion of several gatherings, whose authors unfortunately remain anonymous, ILO and/or the author received written comments from the governments of Ghana, Jamaica, the Seychelles Islands and South Korea. The French (Mme. Chantal Chomel), the Italian (Avv. Pietro Moro) and the Bulgarian (Mr. Kuzman Georgiev) cooperative movements also reacted in writing. The ICA Europe Legislative Expert Group of cooperative lawyers discussed the paper and forwarded helpful suggestions. The author gratefully acknowledges all of these contributions.

IV (p.1)…In its 1997 World Development Report the World Bank suggests a two-fold strategy which well describes the wide consensus on the role of the state in today’s development endeavours: Seek congruency of development goals with capabilities and focus on core public activities which are crucial to development, and for the exercise of which public institutions must be build and/or strengthened

V (p.1)…The ILO recognises the importance of cooperatives in article 12 of its Constitution. An ICA publication (Review of International Co-operation, Vol. 87, no. 1/1994, p. 50) lists a series of 28 United Nations (UN) Resolutions and Decisions since 1950 in which the General Assembly and the Economic and Social Council recognise the important contribution that cooperatives have made and are capable of continuing to make.

In special reports to the General Assembly on the status and role of cooperatives in the light of new economic and social trends, the Secretary-General of the UN repeatedly (doc. A47/216 E/1992, 43, para.46(a) and (f); doc. A49/213-1994, para.72 (a) and (f)) emphasised that cooperative enterprises are a means to create productive employment, to overcome poverty and to achieve social integration and that they are an important means to mobilize and allocate societal resources effectively.

The World Summit for Social Development in 1995 endorsed the last-mentioned report by committing itself to utilise and fully develop the potential of cooperatives for the creation of full and productive employment through the establishment of legal frameworks that would encourage cooperatives to mobilise capital and promote entrepreneurship.

Specialised UN organisations and UN programmes, such as UNESCO, UNHCR, FAO, WHO, UNFPA, UNRISD, HABITAT, UNDP, WFP, IFAD, UNIDO, refer to cooperatives as vital organisations in the pursuit of their goals, cf. von Muralt, op.cit.
Cooperative policy issues have been on the agenda of innumerable regional and international meetings, for example:

- meetings of the member states of the SAARC region, especially in 1997
- FAO sponsored meeting at Gödöllö, Hungary on cooperative issues in Central and Eastern Europe
- ILO and DSE sponsored regional conference for Anglophone Africa 1996 at Diessen, Germany (results in Cooperative Development and Adjustment …, op.cit.
- meetings of the Conférence Panafricaine Coopérative, especially its 11th and 12th meetings in 1996 and 1998
- two ILO Expert Meetings in 1993 and 1995 on cooperatives and cooperative law respectively (results published in ILO, Meeting of Experts …, op.cit.)
- series of ILO commissioned studies and co-sponsored colloquia on different aspects of cooperative policy and law, cf. ILO Creating a favourable climate and conditions for cooperative development in Africa; Creating a favourable climate and conditions for cooperative development in Asia.; Creating a favourable climate and conditions for cooperative development in Latin America; Creating a favourable climate and conditions for cooperative development in Central and Eastern Europe; Structural changes …; The relationship between …; Cooperative organisation and Competition Law

VI (p.2)...A number of regional organizations have passed uniform laws, others have elaborated model cooperative laws or at least guidelines in view of harmonization:

- under a 1989 project for harmonizing cooperative legislations in Latin America (Proyecto de Ley Marco para las Cooperativas de América Latina), the Organización de las Cooperativas de América (OCA) elaborated a model law (Ley Marco) which was to be used as a guideline by national lawmakers. It has become an important stimulus for the modernisation of cooperative legislations in several South American countries. Its promoters are currently contemplating to review this model framework law in the light of recent socio-economic and political developments. The Member States of Mercosur have already begun work in this direction
- in 1997 the Inter-Parliamentary Assembly of the Community of Independent States (CIS) adopted a "Model Law on Cooperatives and their Associations and Unions". It is currently under review
- the Member States of the West African Monetary Union (UEAO) have adopted a uniform law on savings and credit cooperatives, which has been transformed into national legislation by several West African States
- similarly, the "Organisation pour l’harmonisation en Afrique du droit des affaires" (OHADA) is currently elaborating a uniform cooperative law
- the 1997 "Referential Cooperative Act" of India is influencing the harmonisation process among the Indian States
- the Member States of the South Asian Association of Regional Cooperation (SAARC) entertain permanent, quasi institutionalised consultations on
cooperative law matters which have already had a harmonising effect on the cooperative laws in the region

- the Organisation of East Caribbean States and CARICOM elaborated a credit union legislation, which has been translated into national laws by seven Caribbean States

- the Arab Cooperative Federation decided in 1999 to develop a model cooperative law to guide national legislators


VII (p.6)…- the right to assemble, associate and federate, and the right not to do so, without negative legal or administrative consequences

- the right to freely choose one’s economic activity and business partner, be it at home or abroad

- the right to property

- the right to self-determination

- the right to free access to competitive national and international markets

- the rule of law, i.e., inter alia: all acts of public authorities must be based on a law, all basic matters must be regulated in the law and cannot be left to the administration, discrestional powers of the administration must be kept to a minimum

- the right to positive and negative non-discrimination

- the right to free access to ordinary courts of law.

cf. Henrý, Co-operative Law and Human Rights, op.cit.; Penn, op.cit.

VIII (p.12)…Recent cooperative laws (cf. 1992 Cooperatives Act of Cameroon ("common initiative groups"); 1997 Italian cooperative law ("small cooperatives"); 1999 cooperative law of Madagascar ("groupements à vocation économique"); 1982 Cooperative Act of South Africa; 1999 cooperative law of Burkina Faso ("groupements"); 2000 cooperative law of Mali). A number of general cooperative laws (Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany) include exemptions for “smaller” cooperatives from certain requirements

IX (p.13)…More concretely, this situation has often been characterized by:

- the obligation of cooperatives to limit their activities to a specified territory, coinciding more often than not with administrative boundaries. This obligation, allegedly for the sake of cooperatives’ economic efficiency, not only contravened the freedom of the cooperatives, but it also contributed to their politicization. By the same token, the positive effects of competition on economic efficiency were excluded

- compulsory membership which infringed upon the freedom of association

- intervention in the management of cooperatives, more or less directly. For
example, the state organized meetings to establish cooperatives; sometimes it simply created cooperatives ex nihilo, called for ordinary or extraordinary general meetings of cooperative members, meetings of the board of directors or of other organs of the cooperative and/or delegated state representatives to sit in these meetings, took decisions in lieu of the organs of the cooperative and selected, remunerated, closely supervised and at times replaced the personnel of cooperatives by state commissioners

- excluding cooperatives from certain sectors, assigned pre-determined objectives, and prescribed the services to be provided to their members and users

- controlling the disposal of the resources of cooperatives. At times, loans, investments, and even decisions on the distribution of a surplus had to be submitted for approval by the government

- sanctioning supposedly inefficient management by freezing cooperative bank accounts

- creating and running secondary and tertiary cooperative organizations

- merging/amalgamating or dividing such structures and by

- settling disputes without there being any possibility of an appeal to ordinary tribunals.

For more details cf. Münkner who in many of his writings criticized these deviations from the cooperative principles

X (p.13)...The legal categorizing of cooperatives as belonging to the private sector must not be construed as an underestimation of the socio-political and economic categorizations, whereby cooperatives might be classified as part of the social economy or a third sector